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ABSTRACT 

The first stage of this study involved a replication of the cluster analysts 

procedures used by Freebody and Byrne (1988) to classify Year 2 readers 

according to their word reading strategies based on lists of trregular and 

pseudowords. A four-cluster-solution produced three groups simllar to 

those reported by Freebody and Byrne (1988), and a fourth group which 

could not be classified using their criteria. A three-cluster-solution 

produced a more parsimonious interpretation. with these groups meeting 

the crtterta for "LB" (low on both Irregular and pseudowords), "HB" (high on 

both), and "Phoenician" readers {average or above on pseudoword, low on 

irregular words). There was no evidence of a discrete group of "Cl:1nese" 

readers (low on pseudowords, average or above average on irregular 

words). These Iesults were Interpreted in the context of stage models of 

reading development. 

A replication was carrted out of Freebody and Byrnts (1988) examination 

of dtiferences In the phonemic awareness ablllties of the subjects grouped 

on the basis of the four-cluster-solution. Subjects were tested using the 

initial-consonant-elision and the final-consonant-matching tasks. Three 

additional phonemic awareness tasks were also used: telescoping, 

segmenting and rhyming. Results showed unacceptable rellablllty of the 

telescoping, segmenting and final consonant-matching tasks, coupled with 

celllng effects for telescoping and segmenting. Consequently, only the 

results from the combined initial-consonant-elision and final-consonant

matching tasks, and the rhyming tasks were used. Consistent with the 

findings ofFreebody and Byrne (1988), the LB group showed significantly 

lower phonemic awareness than the other groups combined, the HB group 
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showed the reverse outcome. This finding Is consistent with previous 

research that has shown a relationship between phonemic awareness and 

reading achievement. There was a significant difference for the rematnlng 

two groups, but only on tbe rhyming task tn favour of tbe Phoenician 

readers, reflecting their ability to recognise sound patterns within wo~ds. 

The second stage of the study consisted of a single subject design 

Investigation In which baseline data was collected for six (LB) subjects. As 

the requirement of stable and level baselines was not met for five of the six 

subjects, the decision was made to Implement a changing criterion design 

with the other subject. He was given explicit Instruction In which he was 

taught to discriminate between tbe letters he previously confused, and the 

strategy of sounding out regular word types without stopping between 

sounds. His dally data showed tbat by the end of tbe Intervention phase, 

consisting of 16 half-hour teaching sessions, he had reached criteria In 

reading mlxed regular word types. In addition, his post-test score on the 

pseudoword list Indicated that he would now qualify as a Phoenician 

reader. Further research Is required to investigate the extent to which 

changes In word reading strategy can be brought about by Instruction. 
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1.1 Background 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The significance of differences in word reading strategies used by begtnnlng 

readers has become increasingly evident in recent years. Some recent 

research has focused on the classification of students according to the 

predominant word strategies they use. Freebody and Byrne (1988) and 

Byrne, Freebody and Gates (1992) found evidence of four distinct sub

groups of readers in Grades 2, 3, and 4. Some children (called "Chinese" 

readers) had average or above average scores on irregular words but 

substantially below average scores on nonsense or "pseudowords" which 

required phonic decoding skills. Others (cailed "Phoenician" readers) 

showed average, or slightly above average, pseudoword scores but poor 

irregular word reading. A third group, called "High on Both" (HB) 

performed above average on irregular and pseudowords. The fourth group, 

called "Low on Both" (LB) performed below average on both types of words. 

A central focus of this study was to Investigate whether a repl!cation of the 

word classtfication procedures carried out by Freebody and Byrne (1988) 

would produce the same groups of readers in a primary school in Western 

Australla. 

Byrne et a! (! 992) carried out a longitudinal study to follow up the children 

from the 1988 study. They reported that, between Grades 2 and 4, when 

compared to Phoenielan readers, Chinese readers showed a progressive 

deterioration in word attack skills (reading pseudowords), in word spectfic 

assoctatlons (reading irregular words) and in reading comprehension. in 
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contrast, Phoenician readers matnta!ned their supertortty in word attack 

skills and Improved in their reading of Irregular words relative to Chinese 

readers. They also showed improvement in reading comprehension that 

appeared to be sustained into 4th grade. OVerall, the LB group acWeved 

the poorest word reading and reading comprehension achievement scores, 

while the HB readers attained the best results in both measures. 

These authors also found that measures of phonemic awareness (the ability 

to reflect on and manipulate phonemes) were stable for all groups over the 

two year period of their study. The HB readers' phonemic awareness was 

supertor to that oi the other groups. The LB group displayed the lowest 

performance on each of these measures. Free body and Byrne ( 1988) had 

predicted that Phoenician readers would be significantly better than 

Chinese readers on measures of phonemic awareness. In fact, Byrne et al 

(1992) fatled to find a significant difference in phonemic awareness 

between Phoenician and Chinese readers. They argued that this may 

indicate that phonemic awareness, while a necessary prerequisite, may not 

be a sufficient condition for reading acquisition, citing evidence from Byrne 

and F!elding-Bamsley (1989) and Tunmer, Herrtman and Nesdale (1988). 

An alternative explanation for the failure to find significant differences 

between the phonemic awareness scores of Phoenician and Chinese 

readers, may be attributable to the actual measures used by Freebody and 

Byrne (1988) and Byrne eta! (1992). They used an !nltlal-consonant

ellsion task which required the student to say a word minus its lnitlal

consonant. In addition, a final-consonant-matching measure was 

employed which required the student to listen to a word and then choose 

from three spoken words, the one that had the same end-sound as the 
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target word. 

Carnine. Silbert and Kameenu! ( 1990) !dentllled three phonemic awarp_ness 

sk!lls that they recommended teaching to beglnn!ng readers as a basis for 

later reading strategies. including sounding out words. The phonemic 

awareness sk!lls (which they call auditory skills) on which they focused are 

segmenting words into phonemes, telescoping sounds into words said at 

nonnal speaking rate. and rhyming words. 

Stanovlch. Cunningham. and Cramer (1984) compared ten tests of 

phonemic awareness, representing five task types, in terms of their 

dlfilcu!ty for young children. The telescoping and segmenting tasks 

recommended by Carnine et al (1990) were not included In their 

compartson. They did. however. Include the three rhyming tests: a rhyme 

production. rhyme selection and rhyme substitution task. It was found 

that these were the easiest for children to complete, which may account for 

them not correlating highly with other phonemic awareness measures 

examined. Both Carnine et al (1990) and Adams (1990) considered that 

auditory telescoping (blending of sounds together) and segmenting tasks 

are simple and powerful tests of a child ·s understanding of the nature and 

function of phonemes. These tasks are justllled by Carnine et al (1990) on 

the grounds that they are component skills required for learning the 

strategy of sounding out words and not on llie gmunds that they 

necessartly predict future reading achievement as such. Rhyming is 

recommended by Carnine et al (1990) as It Is a valuable procedure for 

helping students learning to blend stop sounds. e.g. c-at. (The distinction 

between stop sounds and continuous sounds is made on the basis of 

whether or not the sound can be said continuously without changing Its 
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pronunciation). 

Yopp (1988) also Investigated a variety of phonemic awareness tasks, 

Including a phoneme blending test similar to the telescoping task of 

Carnine et al ( 1 990), and a phoneme segmentation test which also 

resembled closely the one presented by Carnine et al (1990). Yopp (1988) 

concluded that there seem to be two levels of phonemic awareness which 

she called "simple" and "compound" phonemic awareness. On the basis of 

a factor analysts, she found that the segmentation test had the highest 

loading of the simple phonemic awareness tasks. She also found that 

phoneme deletion tasks. which were similar to the initial-consonant-elision 

task used by Freebody and Byrne (1988), were the most useful of the 

compound tasks. She concluded that use of a combination of simple and 

compound tasks was the best way of assessing phonemic awareness. Yopp 

(1988) also felt that the rhyming task tapped a different type of underlying 

ability than other tests of phonemic awareness. This Interpretation Is 

consistent with the position put fonvard by Carnine et al (1990) that 

rhyming should be taught as a means of assisting the beglnnh1g reader to 

telescope stop sounds to continuous sounds because rhyming 

demonstrates similarity In sound patterns contained In words. 

Given the claims concerning these three auditory skills in tenns of early 

readhlg Instruction (Carnine et al, 1990), It was decided to Include 

measures of these skills in this study in order to undertake an analysis of 

their relationship to groups of readers class!fted by their word readhlg 

strategy. In addition. a replication of the analysts of the phonemic 

awareness of different groups, using the same tests as Freebody and Byrne 

(1988) was undertaken. 
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The Issue of whether the type of reading lnstrJcticn offered to these 

students could inlluence their preferred reading style, Is also a potential 

confounding variable. Byrne et a! (1992) acknowledge that the Phoenician 

and Chinese readers exhibited selected deflcienctes, while the LB readers 

were considered as having the most need of remediation. The question of 

which remediation strategies would be most appropriate to these readers, 

was addressed In their conclusion, (Byrne eta!, 1992, p.150) where '.hey 

stated: 

because the study included no experimental intervention, we are not 

in a position to recommend remedial strategies for these groups 

(assuming they are needed), but from the point of View of both 

theory and practice, we should be alert to the possibility that the 

problems of children who begin to fall behind their class mates In 

core word Identification skills. may be magnlfied In later school 

years (SianoV!ch, 1986). 

Following on from Freebody and Byrne (1988) and the Byrne eta! (1992) 

studies, 1t was planned that a small number of lnd1V1dual LB readers 

would receive explicit decoding Instruction since this group of readers are 

most clearly In need of remedial help. 
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1.2 Research questions 

The following research questions were Investigated In thts study: 

I. Does a repllcatlon of the word reading measures and cluster 

analysis used by Freebody and Byrne (1988} with Grade 2 (Year 2} 

students result In their classUlcatlon Into the following groups: HB, 

LB. Chinese, a11d Phoenician? 

2. Is there a statistically signUlcant difference between the phonemic 

awareness skills (measured by initial-consonant elision and final

consonant matching; and segmenting, telescoping and rhyming} of 

groups of students classified by word reading slrategy? 

3. Is there evidence that the reading of regular wordR by Individual 

students, classified as LB readers, improves with systematic 

decoding Instruction? 

4. Is there evidence of Increased ablllty to read pseudowords by 

individual students classified as LB readers who receive systematic 

decoding Instruction? 
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1.3 Definition of key terms 

In this thesis the terms listed below w1ll be defined as follows: 

• "Decoding": The act of converting a prtnted word Into spoken 

language, either spoken aloud or subvocallzed. Synonymous with 

"phonological recodlng". 

• "Irregular word": Any word in which one or more letters does not 

represent its most common sound (e.g. was), or any word in which 

two or more consecutive letters do not represent their most common 

sound (e.g. flood). Synonymous with "exception" words. 

• "Phonemic Awareness": The ability to perceive a spoken word as a 

sequence of sounds and manipulate Individual sounds In the speech 

stream. 

• "Pseudoword": A sequence of letters which can be pronounced as a 

word using the most common sound of each letter or letter 

combination, but which has no meaning. (E.g. monut). Synonyms 

include: "nonword", "nonsense" word, and "synthetic" word. 

• "Regular word": Any word that can be pronounced using the most 

common sound of each letter, or the most common sound of a 

sequence ofletters (e.g. went). 

• "Segmenting" The procedure by which a chlld says each of the 

component sounds In a word In sequence. (E.g. mmm/ aaa/ nnn). 
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o "Sight word": A word that Is ldentllled instantly. 

o ''Sounding out": The procedure by which a chlld says the letter

sounds for each letter in a word in sequence, which may not result 

in the child pronouncing the word in its usual spoken form. (E.g. 

child may sound out "cuh-a-tah" but fall to say "cat"). 

• 'Telescoping": The procedure whereby the child says the sound for 

each successive letter of a word without stopping between sounds. 

(E.g. mmmaaannn). Synonymous with "blending". 

o 'Word reading strategy": The typical procedure or procedures that 

the child uses to recognise a word, operationally defined by the 

child's score on trregular word lists and pseudoword lists. Four 

types of word reading strategy have been defined by Freebody and 

Byrne (1988) as: 

• LB (low on both): Readers who score well below average on 

both trregular and pseudoword lists. 

o HB (high on both): Readers who perform well above average 

on both trregular and pseudoword lists. 

• Phoenician: Readers who perform average or better on 

pseudoword. but below average on irregular words. 

• Chinese: Readers who perform average or better on irregular 
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words, but below average on pseudoword lists. 

• 'Word recognition": The ldentlllcatlon of a printed word, generally 

evidenced by saying tbe word aloud. Synonymous wltb 'word 

identification". 
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CHAPl'ER2 

MODELS OF READING DEVELOPMENT 

This study was developed and conceptuallsed within a theoretical 

framework based on stage models of reading development such as those 

proposed by Chall (1983), Frith (1985, 1986) and Ehrt (1991). These 

models place irdt!al emphasis on word recogrdt!on as the first step !n the 

process of learning to read, that is the ability to pronounce printed words 

that are presented in isolation, without the support of context or picture 

cues. Research continues to indicate that word recognition is vital to the 

whole reading process. According to Groff and Seymour (1987) "as 

understanding constitutes the foundation for successful comprehension, so 

!s word recogrdt!on the key element for understandtng written material" 

(p. v!ll). They cited Gough (1984) who argued that word recogrdtlon Is the 

foundation of the reading process. This emphasis on word recognition 

should not be seen as deiract!ng from the ultimate goal of reading, namely, 

deriving meaning from print. Word recogrctt!on Is considered by StanOV!ch 

(1991) as a necessary but not sufficient condition for comprehension. He 

noted that "a lack of skill at recognizing words Is always a reasonable 

predictor of difficulties in developing reading comprehension ability" (p. 

418). 

Early reading acquisition has been found to be Wghly correlated with skill 

!n word recogrctt!on (Biemlller, 1977-1978; Gough and H!lltnger, 1980; 

Juel, 1991; Juel. Griffith and Gough, 1986; Perfetti, 1985; Stanov!ch, 

1982, 1985, 1986; Stanov!ch, Cunrdngham and Feeman, 1984). 

Furthermore, some view this relationship as being causal, in that a chlld 

who develops word recogrctt!on skills !s able to develop corresponding 
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reading comprehension ablllty (Chall 1989; Herman, 1985; Lesgold, 

F<esntck, and Hammond, 1985; Stanovtch, 1985). Stanovtch (1986) saw 

this relationship as a case of reciprocal causation: while word recognition 

facllltates comprehension, so too does understanding what is read assist 

with word recognition. Thls relationship Is especially Important for the 

novice reader as the proportion of variance accounted for by word 

recognition decreases as reading ablllty Increases (Chall, 1983; Stanovlch, 

Cunningham and Feeman, 1984). Nonetheless, word recognition In adults 

Is stlll considered vitally Important for comprehension (Perfetti, !&85). 

What follows Is a discussion of stage models of reading acquisition all of 

which assign Importance to children learning to decode words. Throughout 

th1s thesis the term "decode" will be used to refer to "the act of converting a 

prtnted word Into spoken language, either spoken aloud or subvocallzed" 

(Groff and Seymour, 1987). 'Word recognition" Is slmilar In meaning but 

not Identical since context cues or other strategies may also be employed 

when Identifying a prtnted word. 

A common assumption of these models of reading development is that 

there are qualitatively different stages through which a beghmlng reader 

passes (Chall, 1979, 1983; Ehrl and Wllce, 1985, 1987a: Ehrl, 1991; 

Frith, 1985, 1986; Gough and H1lllnger, 1980; Marsh, Friedman, 

Desberg, and Saterdahl 1981: Mason 1980). These stage models view the 

development of llteracy not as a single process, as do the Goodmans [1979) 

but one in whlch, "qualitative differences emerge over time as the reader 

gains new and more efficient ways to Identify prtnted words" (Juel, 1991, p. 

762). For example, In Ehrl's (1991) model of reading acqulsltlon, the 

process is not seen as a smooth and gradual development, but as a series 
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of quaiJtatlve changes, with possible temporruy regression at the start of 

transition between stages. Each phase of development Is seen as bulldtng 

upon and reflntog earlier skills that have been acqutred tn previous stages. 

Chall ( 1983) warned that her readtng stages should not be seen as fixed or 

static, noting that readers can begin to make a transition to the following 

stage from any point of a precedtng stage. 

The beg!nntog reader's tncreastng knowledge about orthography Is viewed 

as being more important for word identification, thetil improved syntactic or 

semantic ability (Chall, 1983, 1989). Each stage reveals differences tn the 

processes used to identify printed words as well as the reader's control of 

these processes (Chall, 1989; Ehrt, 1991, 1992). In each stage It Is 

thought that children use a domtnant strategy tn order to Identify words 

(Frtth, 1986). Changes tn the reader's strategies for word !dentlflcation are 

seen as reflecting advances tn their readtng development. 

The major stage models of reading development proposed by Chall, Ehrt 

and Frtth share signtflcant similarities tn the way that begtnntog readers 

are thought to develop literacy skills. There Is general agreement that 

lnltlally there Is some sort of prereadtng phase, followed by a stage In 

which the child learns to break the alphabetic code. This knowledge Is 

then assimilated into more sophisticated strategies for word identlftcatlon. 

These general stages are described below, with particular reference to 

commonalities tn the models of Chall (1983), Frtth (1985, l9C6), and Ehrt 

(1991). 
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2.1 Initial preread!n~ sta~e 

Frith (1985. 1986) named this the ''logograpWc" stage. It has also been 

called "code reading'' by Gough and Hilllnger (1980) and ''visual cue 

reading'' by Ehrt (I 987). This phase begins with the realisation that a 

prtnted word carrtes meaning for the reader. The logographic reader uses 

strtctly visual sthnull found 1n the written word 1n order to Identify and 

discr1m1nate between words. They do not process words as visual Gestalts, 

Instead, they select a restrtcted portion of the word's orthography, a salient 

graphic cue. and connect this with the word 1n memory (Gough, Juel and 

Griffith, 1992). Examples of this Include the shape of a letter contained tn 

a word, the visual configuration of a word, the length of a word, the logo or 

other environmental features that accompc;ny a word, and e.: word's first 

letter. It is possible to select and remember a visual cue that Is related to a 

word's meaning, e.g. two "eyes" in the word look. The llm1tatlon associated 

with a logographlc strategy for ldentiiY1ng words Is that It Is difficult for the 

reader to find meantng-based clues In the majority of English words. Also, 

as more words are encountered it becomes extremely difficult for the reader 

to find enough visual cues to distinguish between words as many words 

have s1mllar speltlngs. For example, using the "tail" 1n the word mnnkey to 

Identify the word as "monkey" will no longer work when the child meets the 

word money 1n prtnt. Ehrt (1991) viewed the approach of the early visual 

reader 1n attempting to read words as being naturally unanalyttcal, 

unsystematic and a·rbltrary. 

Gough and H1111nger ( 1980) considered this process of using visual cues 1n 

order to read words an example of paired-associate learning. In this case 

the reader associates a written word and Its Identity 1n lexical memory with 
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a salient visual feature of the word. 

Mason (1980) described children at this stage as being .. context dependent .. 

readers. Through the use of environmental stimuli, context clues, or by 

"reading" a book's illustrations these children may be able to guess a word 

although reading the same word out of context Is very difficult. McGee. 

Lomax and Head's ( 1988) research has shown that logographlc readers do 

notice letters In environmentally printed language. ..What they lack Is the 

ability to use letters they recognise in remembertng how to read words" 

(Ehrt. 1991. p. 389). Poor performance on a spelling memory task by 

logograpWc readers confirr.1ed that letter cues were not utilised in memory 

to read words (Ehrt and Wilce, 1985). They concluded that visual 

associations are less powerful mnemonically than letter-sound 

associations. 

Ehrt (1991) argued that one reason why logographlc readers do not 

remember letters in words is that they have not mastered letter names or 

sounds. Byrne (1992) confirmed that logographlc readers have an Intrinsic 

lncllnation to construct associations between the printed word and speech 

at word level but not at the level of phonemes. It Is when these Initial 

visual readers begin to read and spell words by processing letter-sound 

relations that they are able to move Into the next stage of early reading 

development 

2.2 Alphabetic reading stage 

The phonemic awareness skills of sequential sound ordering, sound 

segmentation and blending are seen as the evidence of the alphabetic 
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strategy by Frith (1986): 

By ALPHABETIC I mean letter-sound by letter-sound analysis, a 

sllictly sequential putttng together of sounds to evoke a word_ Each 

letter Is Important and the order It Is ln. A much quoted example Is 

"cuh-a-tuh" which, remarkable as It Is, reminds the child of "cat". 

More straightforwardly one can say that a chlld blends together the 

sounds Into a word (p. 72). 

Whereas Chall (1983) and Frith ( 1985, 1986) described a single alphabettc 

stage, Ehri (1987, 1989a, 1991) and Ehri and Wllce (1985, 1987a, 1987b) 

preferred to viAw readers, in this stage, moving from transitional or 

rudtmentary alphabetic readers to true alphabetic readers. Readers who 

have just begun to use phonological skills and letter-sound 

correspondences, called phonetic cue readers by Ehrt (1991), were 

characterised as children who "associated only some of the letters seen in 

spellings to sounds detected In pronunciations" (p. 391). Typically, the use 

of initial or final sounds detected in a word assisted readers to access 

routes in memory that were more systematic, due to the nature of letter

sound correspondences that they knew. Although these rudimentary 

alphabetic readers st111 read words by sight, they show evidence of a 

strategy of using letter Identity koowledge as cues for remembertng how to 

read sight words. To quote Juel (1991) "chlldren appear to read by 

reaching Into mental storage for words they koow are likely candidates for 

a printed word and retrieving one that contains some of the letters of the 

unrecognizable word" ( p. 767). The ability to master some letter sounds 

and read a few words In Isolation Is thought by Ehrt and Wllce (1985) to 

slgnlly the transition from logographlc to rudimentary alphabetic reading. 
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The true alphabetic reader has the ability to translate spellings Into sounds 

by application of letter-sound rules and then recogntse the Identities of 

words from their pronunciations [a process that Is described by Ehrl, 1991 

as phonological recodlng). Gough and Hilllnger [1980), using the term 

"cipher reader", characterised the child at this stage, as a reader who is 

able to master a system of rules by which letters and letter sequences map 

onto speech sounds. known as phonological forms. Mrush et al [1981) 

differentiated two types of phonological recodlng skill. Sequenttal decoding 

is evident when a child uses a simple !:lequenttal strategy to map one-to-one 

correspondences. This occurs before what they describe as hierarchical 

decoding, 1n whlch readers are able to accommodate conditional rules [e.g. 

the letter c Is pronounced /k/ when It follows an a. o or u, but Is 

pronounced /s/ when It follows an e or i) and more complex orthographic 

structure rules [e.g. the sllent-e or vee rule) whlle phonologically recod!ng. 

The phonemic awareness skills of segmenttog and blending coupled with 

knowledge of letter-sound relationships, are seen as being essentlal for the 

acquisition of phonological recodlng ablllties [Carnine, 1977; Fox and 

Routh, 1976, 1984;). Monaghan [1983, cited In Ehrl1991), noted that 

phonological recod!ng developed In stages beginning with a slow, deliberate 

and obvious process and progressed finally to the rapid and automatic 

recodlng of spellings Into pronunciations according to grapheme-phoneme 

information. 

Acquisition of the alphabetic stage Is thought by Frith [1986) to be the 

"necessary precondition to attaining llteraC'j" [p. 79). Gough and Tunmer 

[1986) supported tws argument, stattog that chlldren who fall to become 
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proficient at phonological recodlng do not become good readers In the long 

run. Eh..""! {!991) underlined the Importance of phonological recodlng sklll, 

considering It "the key Ingredient for learning to read words" (p. 401). 

Titere have been numerous studies undertaken that provide support for the 

proposition that the major qualitative difference (In phonological recodlng) 

between good and poor readers can be attrtbuted to the rapid use of letter

sound knowledge used In word Identification (Barron, 1981; Juel, 1988; 

Uberman and Shankweller, 1985; Perfetti, 1985; Rozln and Gleltman, 

1977; Stanovich, 1980; Stanovich, Cunningham and Feeman, 1984). 

This evidence supports the notion that breaking the alphabetic code, which 

is seen as the crucial feature of this stage, is an essential step in learning 

to read successfully. 

2.3 Ortholl!"aphtc readtn~ sta~e 

In the orthographic stage, the reader learns to Instantly analyse a word Into 

morphemic parts without going through the process of explicit letter-by

letter phonological recodlng. Letter order Is Important, but not necessarily 

the processing of Individual letter sounds. "rather, If any sound at all, It Is 

the sound of morphemes or of whole words" that Is the feature of this stage 

(Frith, 1986, p. 72). 

Frtth 1:1985, 1986) argued strongly that to move Into the orthographic 

reading stage, without first mastering the alphabetic stage Is extremely 

dlfllcult. An alternative view of the sequential nature of the stage reading 

models was presented by Stuart and Coltheart (1988). They suggested that 

a child who Is phonologically skllled may miss out the logographlc stage of 
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reading altogether, but a child who lacks phonemic awareness may be 

forced to adopt a Iogographlc readtng strategy. Chall (1983) also observed 

that a reader who has broken the alphabetic code could move to more 

complicated and varted text without first gotng through the fluency stage. 

The proposal that the alphabetic stage of readtng Is a prerequisite to 

orthographic readtng Is supported by Ehrl (1991). She viewed the 

transition to this stage of reading as begtnntng when knowledge of 

recurrtng spelltng patterns are used by the reader tn word identlftcatlon 

and tn recalltng how to read words. This knowledge Is acquired by 

becomtng familiar with similar spelling patt,erns tn words through the 

process of phonological recoding. As these letter patterns are practised 

repeatedly, their recognition becomes rapid and automatic (Gough and 

Hilltnger, 1980; Samuels. 1988). The benefit to the reader Is that similarly 

spelled words are read quickly by utilising this stored tnformatlon tn 

memory (Juel, 1983). This enables the reader to decode unfamlllar and 

multi-syllabic words as spelltng patterns symbollstng multi-phoneme 

segments in pronunciation. It is hypothesised that these orthographic

speech units are then used as access routes in memory (Ehri, 1986; Groff 

and Seymour, 1987). 

2.4 Implications of sta"e models of reading acquisition 

The classiOcatlon of begtnntng readers. accordtng to their word readtng 

strategies. Is of central importance to this study. It is argued that the stage 

of readtng development at which children are currently functlontng will 

have direct relevance to the word readtng strategies that they typically 

employ. In particular, Freebody and Byrne (1988), and Byrne et al (1992), 
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using cl\lster analysis techniques, reported four sub-groups of readers. 

The use of stage reading models may clarify the nature of such groupings, 

and even lead t~ different Interpretations of thetr results. Casting the 

question of word reading strategies !n a stage model framework, pennlts 

one to make predictions about l!kely groupings and has !mpl!cations for 

teaching beg!nn!ng readers based on thetr placement w!th!n the stage 

model of reading development. 

In addition, the importance cf phonemic av.rareness to word reading 

abilities, as noted !n the stage models, Is of crttical Interest to tb!s study. 

Stage models may also be used to predict the relationships between 

different word reading strategies and phonemic awareness for beg!nnlng 

readers. 

The LB group, Identified by Freebody and Byrne (1988) and Byrne et al 

(1992), could be Interpreted as exhibiting preread!ng charactertstics typical 

of the prereading stage. The use of salient visual features to recognise 

words and extreme dlfficulty !n reading words out of context, leading to 

either guessing or refusal to read a word, are charactertstics of children 

who have not entered !n!tial stages cf alphabetic reading. Some of the LB 

group could be descrtbed as rudimentary alphabetic readers lf they make 

use of a few letter-sound correspondences in tcying to identify words, 

particularly, the beg!nn!ng letter sounds of unknown words. 

A study carrted out by Ehrt and W!lce ( 1983) Indicated that beg!nn!ng 

readers may dlffer !n thetr sk!ll at forming visual-phonological connections 

to recognise words by sight. Ehrt (1992) explained the dlfference between 

skllled and less sk1lled readers' ability to recognise words instantly In 
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terms of their level of phonological recoding ability. She matntalned that 

sk11led readers are able to form complete connections between spelllngs 

and pronunciations in memory, whereas less skilled readers formed only 

partial connections and hence were not able to specify the whole word's 

pronunciation (Ehrt, !989b). She considered this to be due to an 

insufficient grapheme-phoneme knowledge base. According to Ehrl (1992) 

complete visual-phonological connections are formed when readers use 

their acquired phonemic segmentation and phonological recod!ng skllls to 

analyse the entire sequence of a word's spelling as "visual symbols for 

phonemic constituents in pronunciations" (p. 133). These conclusions tend 

to support the inclusion of explicit teaching in begfnnfng reading 

instruction of phonological awareness skills, and letter-sound 

correspondences, as well as strategies for applying this knowledge to word 

reading. 

Frtth (! 986) discussed the possibility of "discontinuity in development" 

(p. 73). This may occur when a new strategy is being learnt or 

amalgamated with existing strategies. At this time, readers may asslmllate 

the new strategy into their repertoire of skills, or they may stn1ggle to 

achieve this new acquisition so that their performance may suffer 

temporarily. If the latter scenario is the case, then the reader's earlier 

strategies may be further developed and refined. Bryant and lmpey ( !986) 

advised against viewing a reader as only using one strategy to the 

exclusion of all others. Instead they argued that a child can develop a 

"specialisation in one strategy at the expense of the other" (p. !36). Frtth 

(1986) warned that if a reader becomes developmentally stuck in a stage 

then there is the real possibility that they may fall back on compensatory 

strategies. 
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The Chinese reader's dependence on whole word reading could be seen as 

inadequate development of any other strategy or the predominant use of a 

compensatory strategy. A Chinese reader may be able to memorise many 

words, but in doing this the child "does not use the alphabetic nature of 

our language to its best advantage" (Stahl, 1992, p. 621). Without the 

benefit of explicit decoding instruction this type of reader may display the 

long term reading consequences reported by Byrne et al (1992). They 

followed Chinese readers' progress through to Grade 4, where an 

increasing load on memory is experienced as the frequency of new words 

increases, and found that they either moved into using phonic information, 

or became an LB reader. Thifl has serious implications for the child's 

literacy development (Byrne et al, 1992). 

Proponents of the "phonological deficit hypothesis" believe that a deficiency 

in this ability does not necessarily equate to an imbalance between word.

spec!llc knowledge and phonological reading skills (Rack, Snowling and 

Olsen, 1992). Poor readers may be able to use the compensatory strategy 

of acqutrtng a large sight word vocabulary to compensate for poor 

phonological ability. Variables contributing to this acquisition include the 

instruction to which the child is exposed [Barr, 1972; Beck. 1981; 

Snowling, (1987, cited in Racket al, 1992)) and the types of words 

encountered in early reading materials (Juel and Roper-Schneider, 1985). 

The individual's preschool exposure to print, is also thought to affect the 

choice of reading style (Adams, 1990; Ehrl, 1987; Gough and Hillinger, 

1980; Marsh et al, 1981). 

Readers who have a working knowledge of letter-sound correspondences 
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and who are developing phonological recodlng skills share the 

characteristics of Phoenician readers. According to Groff and Seymour 

(1987}, these children have the ability to translate spellings Into sounds by 

applying letter-sound rules and then recognise the word's Identity from Its 

pronunciation. Initially they do this In a slow and deliberate way but, with 

further refining of their segmenting and blending skills coupled with the 

opportunity to practise, they are able to make the transition to fast and 

automatic word recognition. Phoenician readers are likely to exhibit 

explicit letter-by-letter phonological recodtng when faced with the task of 

word reading. This has tmplicattons for reading tr.struction at this level of 

development In that phonological recodlng skllls should be further refined 

and practised unW larger word parts can be processed efficiently and 

automatically. 

A number of studies have shown the Importance of children acqutrtng 

phonological koowledge (Chall, 1983; Gough and Hllllnger, 1980; Perfetti, 

1985; Rozln and Gleltman, 1977). However, once beginning readers 

become familiar with words they may no longer phonologically recode them 

but, Instead, IdentitY the words Instantaneously or by "sight" (Gough, 

1984; Stanovlch, 1986). This type of reader has the option of reverting 

back to the process of phonological recodtng when faced with an unknown 

or unfamiliar word. The child with these skills would be classified as an 

HB reader. Progress to this level is supported through repeated readings of 

a word, which strengthens the connection between letter order and 

pronunciation until the meaning of the word, retained in memory, is 

represented solely by Its spelling (Chall, 1983; Ehrl. 1991, 1992). 

Therefore, when the word is encountered again the mature reader has 

established a visual letter representation, or orthographic Image, of the 
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word and does not have to phonologically recode it to access Its 

pronunciation. "Betng able to read words as units is thought to become 

possible when the spell1ngs of sight words are fully connected phonemically 

to pronunciations tn memory" (Ehrl, 1991. p. 403). 

The HB reader's orthographic capabilities contrast with the Phoenician's tn 

that the former are able to quickly access a word's meaning in the lexicon 

without the need to go through the phonological recodtng process (Perfetti 

and Lesgold, 1979). This differs from the Phoenician process where 

Immediate access Is not gatned until after recodtng has taken place, by 

transforming letters to recognisable pronunciations. The major difference 

between being able to read words by visual-phonological connections, or by 

phonological recodtng, Is tn the unit that Is utilised to locate that word tn 

the lexicon, a sequence of letters as opposed to a blend of phonemes. 

Stage models of readtng acquisition have major Implications for readtng 

tnstruction. In this context Ehrt (1991, 1992) stated that prerequisites for 

tndependent readtng must tnclude knowledge ofletter sounds, letter 

names, plus phonemtc segmentation skllls. Stanovlch (1986), Chall 

(1983), and Vellutlno (1991) among others have matntatned that beghmtng 

readers need to acquire the alphabetic principle tn order to learn to read. 

To obtatn a functional understandtng of this principle the child requtres 

both an explicit awareness of phonemes and famtliartty with print, 

especially letter-sound knowledge (Chall, 1967, 1979, 1983; Adams 1990; 

Carnine et a! 1990). 

Carnine et a! ( 1990) recommended teachtng word reading strategies as 

soon as the child has mastered 2 to 3 letter-sound correspondences. 
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Similarly Groff (1987) maintained that decoding skills are facilitated In the 

beginning reader If the shortest possible words are provided first. He 

recommended initial practice with monosyllabic words that contain the 

short, unglidr.!d vow<l sound before a gradual Increase In word type 

difficulty occurs, a::; a. child's word recogrutton span increases leading to 

multi-syllable word reading. Carnine et al (1990) presented a sequence of 

word types and a recommended order for their introduction, based on the 

relative difficulty of each word type. 

Ebrt (1992) bas also highlighted the Importance of Instruction and practice 

In phonological recodlng, as these are needed, to ensure that the transition 

from a rudimenlary alphabetic reader to an orthograpWc reader takes 

place. It is also recommended that words that are encountered Initially 

should Include phonically regular letter-sound relations, so that beginning 

readers can form connections into memory based on phonetic cues. 

Repeated practice of these words will allow these connections to occur. 
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CHAPTERS 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this review of relevant literature. a summruy of tmportant research that 

is pertinent to the research questions will be provided. These questions 

relate to the classification of students by word reading strategies: the 

definition, measurement and role of phonemic awareness in begtnning 

reading; and effects of explicit decoding Instruction on word reading 

strategies. 

3.1 Classification by word reading strategy 

The issue of how to determine children's word reading strategies is crucial 

to this study. Typically, researchers have used a combination of regular, 

Irregular and pseudo (nonsense) words to test children's word reading 

strategies. Regular words (which conform to spelling-sound rules), can be 

read as either whole words or by phonological recod!ng processing. 

Irregular words, since they do not conform to spelling-sound rules, have 

been used to test whole word, or sight word recognition. However, the 

notion that Irregular words tap only sight word recognition abilities has 

been questioned by Van Orden (1987) who proposed that phonological 

processes are, In fact, partially used In reading those parts of Irregular 

words that do correspond to spelling-sound rules (e.g. the letters y and tIn 

the Irregular word yacht). 

The rationale for using pseudowords has been presented by Rack et a! 

(1992) as follows: 
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a commonly used technique used for assessing phonological 

processes in reading involves the presentation of pronounceable 

regular nonsense words . .... Since nonsense words are visually 

unfamll!ar they cannot be "recogolzed" dtrectly; In many cases they 

require an unfamiliar spoken response to be generated (e.g. eap, 

toab, smllcrit) so subjects must employ thetr phonological skills to 

some e>..i:ent. Performance on nonword reading therefore gives an 

Indication of phonological sk!ll, and thls can be Interpreted In 

relation to word-reading performance (p. 32). 

It is thought that the use of pseudowords enables a researcher to assess a 

begtnnlng reader's abll!ty to "break the code" because failure to use the 

alphabetic strategy would show up as a problem In ustng letter-sound 

correspondences and thus result in poor performance in reading 

pseudowords (Frith, 1986). 

Freebody and Byrne (1988) and Byrne eta! (1992) used a combination of 

trregular words and pseudowords tn order to classtJY children by word 

reading strategies. This decision was based on comparisons of correlations 

between nonsense and regular word reading measures which were 

consistent with those reported by Baron (1979) and Tre!man ( 1984). This 

judgement !s supported by Racket a! (1992) who stated that "the most 

sensitive test for differential use of phonological reading strategies !s the 

comparison of trregular words with nonwords" (p. 39). 

Olsen, Kl!egl, Davidson and Foltz (1985) gave dyslexic and normal readers 

a task that Involved the recodtng of pseudowords coupled with a matching 

activity between the phonological form of the pseudowords and 
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recognisable words. Dyslexic readers' perfonnance on thls phonological 

choice task was slgnlllcantly Inferior to that of the normal readtng group. 

These researchers then proceeded with a test of orthographic spelltng 

knowledge. Ftndlng no difference between groups, they concluded that a 

dyslexic's phonological difficulties were somewhat Independent of their 

orthographic knowledge. 

Racket a! (1992) tnterpreted this and following studies as evidence for a 

"nonword reading deficit" theory. namely that dyslexics are able to achieve 

a greater level of word recognition than their phonological skills warrant. 

Rack (1989) and also Rack and Olsen (1991) (both cited tn Racket a! 

1992) examined the word recognition skill and pseudoword reading of large 

samples of poor readers. They found that It was not "possible to attribute 

their poor word recognition skills to poor nonword readtng abtllties" (Rack 

eta!, 1992, p. 46). A further study by Olsen, Wise, Conners, Rack and 

Fulker ( 1989) adds support to the Idea that the reading problems of 

dyslexics are spectllc to their phonological processes and not their 

orthographic domatn. 

Snowllng (1981) and Holllgan and Johnston (1988) (both cited tn Racket 

a!, 1992) observed that dyslexic readers and a nonnal readtng-level

matched group were able to read stngle-syllable pseudowords. Differences 

between the two group's reading perfoirnance were noted as the 

phonological structure of the pseudowords increased in complexl:ty, with 

two-syllable pseudowords that included consonant clusters proving more 

difficult for the dyslexic group to decode. Snowllng (1980) identified the 

spectllc problem of recodlng a pseudoword tnto Its phonological form as the 

reason for differences on a pseudoword visual-auditocy matching task 
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between dyslexic and reading-level-matched normal readers. 

Many studies reviewed by Racket al (1992) support the "nonword re.adlng 

deficit" theory. There are also conflicting Ondtngs, some of which do not 

support this theory. Racket al (1992) asserted that dlfJerences tn the 

presentation of words and the nature of the words used in word recognition 

tests may account for the disparity tn these findings. They noted that 

words presented in connected text may prove more difficult for some 

chtldren to read than words presented in isolation, due to an increased 

demand on memory and the presence of contextual clues. 

There can also be significant differences between tests of word recognition 

dependtng on whether words are presented tn Isolation or tn context. The 

balance of word types used may suit a particular reading strategy, for 

example a task made up of predomtnantly regular words wtl1 benefit a 

reader with good phonological skills. 

Test tnstructions are also worthy of note, as a test that requires a quick 

response from a subject Is more likely to assess the subject's sight word 

recognition skills than one which enables the subject more thtnktng time. 

Rack et al ( 1992) have potnted out the Importance of documenting the 

charactertstics of the reading test used and the marmer tn which It was 

admtnlstered. 

The Issue of task famtllartty may also be an lmportant consideration with 

reading tests Involving pseudowords. Racket al (1992) suggested that 

begtnntng readers are likely to be unfamiliar with the task requirements 

and so they may not understand the response requirements. Students who 
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have received no Instruction In phonic decoding skills may find 

pseudowords, particularly In Isolation, an unfamJilar reading activity. 

Rack et al ( 1992) questioned the role of the chtld's age In the reading of 

pseudowords. Beginning readers are In a period of rapid reading 

developmental growth where they are acquiring and reOntng their 

phonological skills. This may conlrlbute to a relatively high level of 

variability In reading performance using pseudowords. 

3.2 Si~nlficance of different word readin~ strate~es 

The ldent!I1cation of distinct sub-groups of readers within the reading 

disabled population, had been noted as early as 1917 by Bronner, butlt 

was Johnson and Myklebust, In 1967, who first theorlsed that chtldren 

with reading disability could be grouped as having either an auditory or 

visual processing deficit (cited In Olsen et al, 1985). Bader (1971), using 

spelling and reading patterns as a diagnostic device, Identified three 

distinct subtypes of reading disabled students. The label "dysphonetic" 

was used for those readers who lacked phonological decoding skills such 

as "the blending of component letters and syllables of a word" (p. 303). 

She noted that these students read words , .~ if taught by whole word 

techniques "as Instantaneous visual Gesta' ' :-ather than reading 

analytically (p. 303). The second sub-group, much smaller than the first, 

were labelled "dyseidetlc" readers. These readers were characterised by 

their use of labortous phonetic analysis when reading a new or fam1l1ar 

word "as If seeing each word for the first time" (p. 303). Bader (1971) 

suggested that they resembled a new reader who had only been exposed to 

phonetic teaching. The third group she Identified showed characteristics of 
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both of the previous two groups: they were basically non-readers. Boder 

[1971) hypothesised that the differences between the three groups 

represent deficits In psycho-neurological functions that she considered 

were prerequisite to reading. 

Dual route theory of word recognitJon was developed to account for the 

performance of fluent readers who were able to recognise a word without 

generating Its phonological form [Barron. 1986). According to this theory. 

these readers can recognise words "through either of two distinct and 

Independent processes: I) by direct. visual recognition or 2) by applying 

some set of spelling-to-sound rules to translate the print Into an Image of 

Its spoken equivalent'' [Adams. 1990, p. 104). According to dual-route 

theocy the connections formed between words and their meaning in 

memory are arbitrary rather than systematic, they are learned by rote, and 

do not involve letter-sound correspondences. 

Working within the framework of dual-route theory, the possibility of 

classification by word reading strategies has also been Investigated by 

Baron and Strawson [1976); Baron [1979); Baron and Tretman (1980); 

Mltterer [1982, cited In Olsen et all985); and Trelman [1984). These 

authors found evidence, through the use of correlation procedures, of both 

"Chinese" and "Phoenician" readers, among samples of normal and poor 

readers. Although sharing some stmllartty with Soder's sub-groups, Baron 

[1979) considered personal preference to be the basis of the different 

reading styles. The reading style differences found In these studies were 

Inferred from tests of phonological and orthographic coding. regular, 

Irregular, and pseudoword reading, as well as spelling errors. 
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Also from a dual-route perspective, Olsen eta! (1985) considered that the 

differential use of the phonological and orthographic paths to the lexicon 

lead to particular readtng styles among readtng disabled tndlvtduals. "A 

reciprocal relation Is hypothesised wherein subjects with good orthographic 

codes tend to use the orthographic path In reading while those subjects 

with poor orthographic codes tend to use the phonoiogical path, regardless 

of their phonological skill" (p. 27). 

With reference to normal readers, Olsen et a! (1985) concluded that there 

was not sufficient evidence to support reading style preferences. Instead. 

they argued that their finding, that normal readers did not fall into clear 

sub-groups, should be contrasted with reading disabled students as their 

reading styles may be more conspicuous due to the development of unique 

strategies to deal with their reading problems. Importantly, Olsen eta! 

(1985) reported that: 

and 

analyses within younger and older age groups suggest that decoding 

processes change qualitatively with age, and some of the readtng 

style differences observed among disabled readers are dlmtnlshed In 

the older subjects (p. 6). 

developmental changes In reading and spelltng styles leads to 

different patterns of Individual differences for younger and older 

disabled readers. Differences In orthographic skill and spelltng 

indicate substantial vartance In the use of the small-unit 

phonological path for younger subjects, but these differences are not 

slgnlficantly related to reading style In older disabled readers (p. 54). 
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Racket a! (1992) supported the interpretation that reading styles may, 

indeed, change through the process of normal reading development. They 

present the posslbllity that developing readers pass through a stage which 

resembles the characteristics of a surface dyslexic reader. Bryant and 

lmpey ( 1986) cautioned against viewing the word reading strategies used 

by "developmental dyslexic" students as being different from the normal 

strategies of prtmary school children. This line of reasoning Is consistent 

with stage models of reading development. 

Although Baron and Strawson (1976) supported the existence of groups 

who over depend on distinct word reading mechanisms. they described 

these as extreme groups selected from a large sample of college students. 

Interestingly, these authors viewed such readers as part of a reading 

continuum of Individual differences, ranging from Phoerdclan at one 

extreme, to Chinese at the other. Klnsboume (1982, cited in Olsen eta!, 

1985) and Racket a! (1992) concluded that their studies provided no direct 

evidence of particular sub-groups. They postulated that their subjects 

should be considered to be positioned somewhere on a continuum, ranging 

from phonological dyslexics to surface dyslexics. Byrne eta! (1992) added 

a quallftcation to their original sub-group hypothesis, stating that It was 

misleading to view Chinese and Phoenician readers as discrete groups. 

They described these children as occupying "points in a bi-vanate space 

which contains separate but correlated dimensions. At best, the tenns 

refer to regtons in this space, representing relative standing on the two 

dimensions" (p. 142). 

Similarly. Lundberg (1985) had little success in delineating possible sub

groups of reading disabled children, although he did not interpret thts as a 
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reason to abandon the sub-group hypothesis. 

Tite literature on the classification of children by their word reading 

strategies has focused predomtnantly on those children who already 

display a disabil!ty In reading. Results have been Interpreted that favour 

an Individual view of reading style within a dimension of reading dlsabil!ty. 

The lack of studies that concentrate on the differences within normal 

readers is viewed as surprts!ng by Goswaml and Bryant (1990). Evidence 

provided by Racket a! (1992) and Olsen eta! (1985), suggests that the 

strategies typically used by these readers may change as they progress 

tbrougb natural stages of reading development. They also reported that 

phonological abil!ties, In particular, have an underlying effect on these 

children's reading difficulties. 

3.3 Definition of phonemic awareness 

Grtffith and Kleslus (1990) defined phonemic awareness In the following 

terms: "phonemic awareness is one of several metalingutstlc abilities 

which allows children to reflect on features of spoken language ... 

specifically, phonemic awareness is an insight into the structure of spoken 

language, including some ablllty to manipulate phonemes" (p. 4). 

Juel (1991) made the point that phonemic awareness sktll should not be 

thought of as one ab!llty. Goswaml and Bryant (1990) noted that 

"phonemic awareness is Itself a blanket term" (p. 2). In summartstng 

phonemic awareness research, Adams (1990) identified at least five levels 

of phonemic awareness: 
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1. The recognition of dtlferences in the overall sound of spoken words. 

2. The capacity to attend to the components of spoken words as 

evidenced by "the ability to compare and contrast the sounds of 

words for rhyme and alllteratlon" (p. 80). 

3. The realisation that words can be split into sounds that correspond 

to phonemes as well as the capability to produce these sounds 1n 

isolation and then blend them together. 

4. The ability to analyse and segment a spoken word into Its phonemic 

sequence. 

5. The recognition that phonemes in a word can be manipulated, added 

or deleted in order to make a new word. 

3.4 Phonemic awareness and word readtn~ 

The relatlonsWp between phonemic awareness and word reading strategies 

is not clear. Some authors have argued that phonemic awareness is a 

prerequisite for successful use of phonic information (Hollingsworth, 1983; 

Tunmer and Nesdale, 1985; Byrne and Fielding-Barnsley, 1991). On the 

other hand, a reciprocal relationship has been postulated by Ehrl (1979); 

Stanovich (1986); Foorman and Liberman (1989); and Foorman, Navy, 

Francis and Liberman (1991). Others belleve that phonological processing 

1s a necessary but not a sufficient condition for atta1n1ng proficient word 

identlftcatlon skills (Juel et al, 1986; Tunmer and Nesdale, 1985). 

Goswarnl and Bryant ( 1990), in a review of related llterature, claimed that 
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there are two distinct types of phonological ability that are causally Unked 

to later reading development. They suggested that a chlld's awareness of 

rhyme and alliteration, as Intra-syllabic units of speech, Is related to the 

later development of phoneme awareness. These, in tum, are considered 

to develop only when children learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences 

through early reading experiences. 

There is now a large body of evidence which has been interpreted as 

showing causal links between phonological processing and reading ability 

(Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Maclean, Bryant, and Bradley, 1987; Perfetti, 

1985; Share, Jorm, Maclean and Matthews, 1984; Tunmer and Nesdale, 

1985; Stanov!ch, 1986, 1988a). Research in this area has included 

longitudinal correlational investigations (Juel, Grtfllth and Gough, 1986; 

Maclean et al, 1987; Perfetti, Beck, Bell, and Hughes, 1987; Stuart and 

Coltheart, 1988; Tomeus, 1984) as well as tralnlng studies (Ball and 

Blachman, 1991; Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Fox and Routh, 1975, 1984; 

Lie, 1991; Lundberg, 1985; Lundberg, Frost and Peterson, 1988; 

Tretman and Baron, 1983; Williams, 1980). Lundberg et al (1988) showed 

that phonological training enabled children In their experimental group to 

increase their ability to identify phonemes In a word which positively 

affected later post-tests of reading and spelling. Vellutino (1991) assigned 

particular importance to phonemic awareness as a prerequisite for the 

mapping of alphabetic symbols to sounds which, in turn, Is a prerequisite 

to word Identification and reading in general. 

In summary, phonological awareness training alone, and phonemic 

awareness training coupled with alphabetic coding Instruction, have been 

shown to positively tmpact on reading acquisition. Byrne and Fielding-
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Bamsley (!989) found that training In phonemic awareness needed to he 

supplemented with letter-sound knowledge 1n order for preschoolers to 

display an understanding of the alphabetic principle. These training 

strategies are thought to be best developed In young readers using explicit 

Instruction (Bradley and Bryant 1983; Beech and Harding 1984; Juel 

1988; L!bennan, Rubin, Duques and Carlisle 1985; Wallach and Wallach 

1979; Williams 1980, 1986). 

There is also evidence of a strong predictive relationship between 

phonological processing abllltles and early reading acquisition, with 

phonological processing tasks proving to have better predictive properties 

than wide ranging, standardised Intelligence tests (Share eta!, 1984; 

Stanovich, Cunningham and Feeman, 1984; Stanovich, 1988a). 

Furthermore, phonological awareness is considered to be a relatively 

unique predictor of beginning reading ablllty (Juel, 1988; Stanovich, 

1988h) accounting for "a statistically significant proportion of variance In 

reading ability after the variance associated with a variety of Intelligence 

and other cognitive tasks have been partlalled out" (Bradley and Bryant, 

1985; cited In Stanovlch, 1988b, p. 159). 

A study of factors relattng to reading acquisition hy Share eta! (1984) 

found that phonemic segmentation skill, along with letter knowledge. were 

the strongest predictors of beginning reading achievement 

(r = .58 to r = .68). A high correlation between phonemic awareness abllity 

and later reading acquisition has been reported by Share eta! (!984); 

Stanovich, Cunningham and Feeman (1984); and Stanovlch (1988a). Thts 

finding Is thought to occur as phonemic awareness Is linked to the ablllty 

to decode which, In Itself, Is linked to reading comprehension (Juel et a!, 
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1986; Tunmer and Nesdale, 1985). The importance of phonemic 

awareness led Davies and Wllliams ( 197 4, cited !n Stuart and Coltheart, 

1988) to conclude that growth !n word recognition does not take place untll 

phonic skllls are developed. 

Phonemic awareness is considered by Stanovich (1988b) and Chall (1983) 

to be Independent of other cognitive skills !n that it impacts on reading and 

spelllng but not on other global Intellectual skllls. Stanovich (1986, 1988b) 

made the distinction between two types of readers and their related 

phonological processing capabilities: those students who can be descrtbed 

as having a specific reading disability with no other associated cognitive 

deficits; and the reader who has followed down the "Matthew effects" path. 

The latier has a less severe phonological deficit coupled with associated 

cognitive deficits. In observing "Matthew effects" on beginning readers, 

Stanovich described a developmental lag hypothesis (Stanovich 1988b) that 

may lead to a poor reader displaying associated cognitive sklll deficits. The 

distinction between the two types of readers is highlighted !n that the 

dyslexic reader has a specific phonological deficit, descrtbed by Rack et al 

(1992) as a "phonological deficit hypothesis" as opposed to the more 

general deficit displayed by the "Matthew effects". Stanovich (1988b) also 

noted that there are other performance differences between poor and highly 

sktlled readers. He considered these to be due to reading failure, rather 

than the cause of reading failure. TWs issue w1ll be examined in more 

detail later !n the thesis. 

Olsen et al (1985) and Rack et al (1992) strongly supported the view that 

disabled readers as a group are uniquely deficient !n phonological skllls. 

Agreeing with Venezky and Massaro (1979, cited !n Olsen et al 1985) these 
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authors saw this deficit as having !mpl!catlons for word identlflcatlon. 

They argued that phonological skills help to orient the begtnntng reader to 

the orthographic structure of words that may later be utlllsed 

Independently from phonological coding In lexical access. Therefore. any 

weakness !n phonological ab!l!tles may !mpact on the later use of the 

orthographic path for word identlflcatlon (Ehrl, 1991. 1992). 

3. 5 Measurement of phonemic awareness 

Compartson and analysis of different phonemic awareness measures have 

been undertaken !n a number of studies (Stamwich, Cunrdngham and 

Feeman. 1984; Yopp. 1988; Stahl. Osborn and Lehr, 1990). While there 

are differences !n the degree of difficulty of these measures, generally they 

can be used to predict later reading achievement. 

A classic study into the measurement of phonemic awareness was carried 

out by Stanov!ch, Cunrdngham and Cramer (1984). They compared ten 

common measures to see if they all showed evidence of being valid 

measures of future reading achievement. Analysis by Stanov!ch, 

Cunningham and Cramer, (1984) of the phonemic awareness measures 

later used by Freebody and Byrne (1988) and Byrne eta! (1992) found 

1n1tlal-consonant elision to be the most difficult test for preschool children 

but, nevertheless, a good predictor of future reading ab!l!ty. Sigrdficantly, 

the mean age of children for whom Stanov!ch, Cunrdngham and Cramer 

(!984) reported results was 6 years and 2 months, which is roughly 

comparable with beg!nn!ng Grade (Year) 2 !n Western Austral!a. Adams 

(1990, cited !n Stahl eta!. 1990) argued that this task is easier than either 

phonemic segmentation or phoneme manipulation tests as "children only 
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have to attend carefully to the sound of the syllable and apply the Insight 

that the tnitial sound can be broken away" (p. 41). Kirtley. Bryant, 

Maclean, and Bradley ( 1989) used two types of these tests and reported 

that the initial sound task was easier than the end sound task. This result 

supports Goswaml and Bryant's (1990) view that it is easier for a beginnlng 

reader to detect phonemes when they coincide with a word's onset. 

Stanovich, Cunntngham and Cramer ( 1984) noted that in tasks where the 

initial or fmal sounds in words had to be compared and contrasted then 

the :final sound contrast measure was the more difficult of the two. The 

final-consonant-matchtng test, as used by Freebody and Byrne (1988) and 

Byrne eta! (1992) was considered by Stanovich, Cunntngham and Cramer 

(1984) to be of medium dllllculty and not quite as good a predictor of 

future reading ability. 

3.6 Effects of decoding instruction on word reading 

According to Adams (1990) learning to read requires leamtng in llnk 

patterns of information from different sources (llnktng prtnt to sounds, 

contexts, functions and meanings) in order to generate meaning from text. 

She postulated that memory acts to organise these inter-connections in a 

hierarchical manner. Taking these two together. she argued that: 

in order for any memozy to be economical and robust and to do what 

1t is supposed to do, one must first have learned to respond to each 

of its nodal parts as wholes. Thus, in order to remember a word or 

spelling pattern as a sequence of letters rather than an array of 

smaller visual featurr-Q.. 0ne must have first learned to respond to 

the component letters as wholes (p. 207). 
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Adams' thesis implies then, that phonic instruction is one route to the 

development of the links required for word reading. In reviewing reading 

research from 1910 to 1967. Chall (1979) concluded that teaching 

programmes that emphasised the alphabetic code from the beginning 

showed better results for the task of reading for meaning. In 1983 she 

brought her review up to date but saw no evidence to change thts 

conclusion. 

A number of authors have discussed the relationship between reading 

comprehension and word decoding skills. Byrne et al (1992) reported that 

even though their Phoenician readers could be descrtbed as "plodders" this 

did not impact negatively on measures of reading comprehension. They 

took this result to emphasise the need for accurate word attack skills as a 

part of the beginning reader's repertoire. The mature reader needs to 

develop fast. automatic and accurate decoding skills In order that greater 

memory capacity is available for gaining meaning from what is read 

(Lesgold et al. 1985; Perfetti. 1985; Samuels. 1984. 1988). The 

development of these skills were put into context by Groff (1987): 

English wrttlng is based on the alphabetic prtnciple. That is, the 

speech sounds in our language are represented, in relatively 

predictable ways, by letters of the alphabet. Once children 

understand the workings of this code, they can decode, on their 

own, the names of unfamiliar wrttten words. With continued 

practice in the use of this code, such decoding ofwrttten words 

becomes automatic- easy. quick, and effortless (p. 11-12). 
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Groff (1987) considered that these skills are best developed through early, 

Intensive, direct and systematic phonics based Instructional programmes 

which emphasise the practice of skill attainment. He warned that without 

explicit Instruction In this code, children may expertence extra dllllculty In 

learning to read. 

Support for the notion that automatic decoding Is a prerequisite for 

comprehension, Is provided by Perfetti (1985), who noted that children who 

were unable to identify words quickly and accurately expertenced dllllculty 

In comprehending wrttten text. The thrust of his "verbal efficiency theory" 

is that inefficient access to the reader's lexicon Wnders the storage of the 

phonological representations of words held in short-term memory. He 

argued that because the temporary representation of text held in working 

memory Is disrupted, then this will lead to a corresponding disruption In 

comprehension. 

There Is a large body of reported research which has shown consistently 

that programmes which Include systematic phonic Instruction lead to 

higher levels of achievement in terms of word recognition and spelllng 

(Adams, 1990; Bond and Dykstra, 1967; Chail, 1967, 1979, 1983; 

Stebbins, StPierre, Proper, Anderson and Cerva, 1977; Vellutlno and 

Scanlon, 1987; Williams, 1980, 1984). A number of studies which 

focused directly on the effect of decoding Instruction on word reading have 

involved teaching a sounding out strategy for regular words. Taken 

together, these studies have shown that merely teaching letter-sound 

correspondences Is insufficient, and that the skill of blending sounds 

together ts necessary if students are to apply U1eir phonic k .. "l.owledge to 

word reading (Biachman, 1987; Chapman and Kamm, 1974; Coleman, 
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1910: Haddock, 1976, 1978; Muller, 1973; Ramsey, 1972; Richardson 

and Collier, 1971; Silberman, 1964; Skailand, 1971; W111lams, 1980). 

In particular, Johnson and Baumann (1984) highlighted the skill of 

blending sounds together (telescoping) and its crucial role In the decoding 

of unfamiliar words. This is noteworthy in light of Haddock's (1976) 

llndlng that, in many classrooms no explicit blending training was given, 

Instead, the children were, "expected to acqutre the blending concept on 

their own" (p. 825). 

The development of segmenting and blending skills is viewed by many as 

crucial for beglnntog readers to transfer their knowledge of phonemic 

awareness and letter-sound correspondences to decoding skills (Fox and 

Routh 1976; Muller, 1973; Haddock 1976; Carnine 1977). Johnson and 

Baumann (1984) considered that both of these sk1lls "must be present if 

transfer to decodtog unknown words is to occur" (p. 591). Fox and Routh 

(1976) found that children who could not segment were unable to benefit 

from blendtog training and concluded that the relationship between 

blendtog and segmenting is Interactive. Tunmer and Nesdale (1985) found 

that segmentation skills alone were not enough for reading acquisition but 

that the child must also possess blending abilities. According to Foorman 

eta! (1991), it is the training In segmenting and blending letter sounds that 

is the key issue In facilitating reading development. 

Barr (1974-5) and Chall (1967, 1979, 1983) found that word reading skills 

are Influenced by lnsiructional methods, particularly In phonetic receding. 

Children who are taught phonics Initially acqutre supertor phonological 

recodlng skills when compared to beginning readers who are Instructed In 
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a whole word approach to word identification. However, this early 

advantage dissipated as children In whole word progrannnes acquired 

phonological recod!ng skills. It has been argued that the children 

instructed in whole word programmes induce letter-sound relationships as 

they practice reading and spelling (Gough and Htlllnger, 1980; Ehrt and 

Wilce. 1987a). Chall (1983}, however, warned that many children do not 

induce letter-sound relationships and, consequently, advocated that 

systematic phonics should be taught to all beg!nn!ng readers. 

There Is convincing evidence that children who are unable to break the 

code will receive unequal exposure to text (Biemlller, 1977-1978; 

Allington, 1984) and this may lead to their !napproprtate placement tn 

reading matertals (Allington. 1984; Juel, 1988). Tills combination adds to 

the problems In efficient word !dentl!lcation expertenced by poor readers 

and further Impacts on their abtl!ty to progress to the orthographic stage of 

reading. 

Reading materials may also have a direct bearing on the strategies 

employed by children of different ages. Byrne et al (1992) cited studies by 

Freebody (1983) and Carroll, Davies, and Richman (1971) which 

demonstrated that a large proportion of the most frequently encountered 

words In early reading texts were Irregular. By contrast, In later grades, 

the majority of words read In school texts were now regular. 
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4.1 Sample and Setting 

CHAPTER4 

METHOD 

The complete cohort ofYear 2 students taken from three classes attending 

a metropolitan primacy school in Western Australla participated tn the first 

phase of the study. The sample consisted of75 students. made up of41 

boys and 34 girls (mean age 7 years 0 months; range 6 years 5 months to 7 

years 6 months). 

Slx students from a single Year 2 class took part 1n the second stage of the 

study. which involved a single subject destgn. They Included three boys 

and three girls. ranging 1n age from 6 years 5 months to 7 years 6 months, 

with a mean of 7 years 3 months. All were of Caucasian descent. These 

subjects were selected on the basis of their word reading scores, discussed 

below. 

A brtef outline of demographic features of the school and community Is 

provided here 1n order to describe the context in which the study took 

place. The school Is situated 1n a small geographical area bounded by 

slgntflcant green belts and major roads. It Is effectively dislocated from 

access to amenities and community activities in the surrounding suburbs. 

Residents generally go out of the community to shop and transact 

business. It :!.s a classified as a Level 5 school, on the basts of an 

en.""Olment of 567 students at the time of the study. There are 28.5 

equivalent full-thne teachers at the school and a number of ancillary staff. 

Recent changes to the school's intake have included an increase in 
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students from "white collar" families. Nonetheless, there Is stlll a 32.5% 

unemployment rate In the school catchment area, while the state average 

stands at 11.2%. The majority of residents are first home buyers with 10-

12% of the housing being rental accommodation provided by the State. 

The school population is made up predominantly of Australtan-bom 

chlldren with a small number of children from different ethnic 

backgrounds. Children of Aboriginal descent represent 4% of the student 

population. A combination of whole language and skllls approaches Is used 

In teaching In the junior school. Twenty of the Year 2 children had also 

been taught using Reading Mastery I. or Reading Mastery I: Fast Cycle 

(Engelmann and Bruner, 1988) on a withdrawal basis. They had covered 

between 25 and 27 lessons at the tbne of testing. 

4.2 Research design 

The first stage of this study was correlational, Involving cluster analysis In 

order to group students by their word reading strategies. This phase of the 

study replicated the procedures used by Freebody and Byrne (1988). Each 

student was asked to read a list of 30 pseudowords and 30 Irregular 

words. The scores of each student on these measures was then subjected 

to the same cluster analysis techniques that Freebody and Byrne (1988) 

used in order to investigate whether or not similar sub-groups of readers 

emerged. In addition, a comparison of the phonemic awareness skills of 

students falling within different clusters was carried out using Independent 

sample ! tests. 

Single subject methodology, Incorporating both a multiple baseline across 

subjects design and a changing criterion design, was thm hnplemented In 
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order to Investigate the effect of decoding Instruction on the word reading 

strategies of six individual students. The multiple baseline design Involved 

the collection of baseline data for a single behaviour [reading regular word 

types) replicated across six subjects. It was planned that !nterventlon 

would then be Introduced sequentially, to one subject at a time, In order to 

evaluate the effects of explicit decoding instruction on word reading. In 

fact, the changing criterion design was used, Instead, to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the intervention procedures with only one subject because 

it was found that the remaining five subjects showed either ascending 

baselines or baselines that were close to criterion. The changing criterion 

design was described by Hartmann and Hall [1976) In the following terms: 

The design requires Initial baseline observations on a single target 

behavior. This baseline phase is followed by hnplementation of a 

treatment program in each of a series of treatment phases. Each 

treatment phase is associated with a stepwise change in criterion 

rate for the target behavior. Thus, each phase of the design provides 

a baseline for the following phase. When the rate of the target 

behavior changes with each stepwise change In the criterion, 

therapeutic change is replicated and experimental control is 

demonstrated [p. 527). 

In order to evaluate generalisation from specific word types on which 

Instruction was provided [Appendix C) to mixed word types (Appendix D), 

additional baseline data for mixed word types was collected throughout the 

Intervention phases for this child. In addition, for all six subjects, a pre

test post-test compartson was made of each child's ability to read 

pseudowords [Appendix A). This was done In order to Investigate whether 

there was a change In their ability to apply phonological recoding 
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strategies, following the collection of baseline data for only five subjects, 

and following intervention for the sixth. 

4.3 Instruments 

A number of instruments were used to collect word reading, phonemic 

awareness, and single subject design data: 

I, Classification by word reading strategy was based on scores on the 

Irregular and pseudoword lists used by Free body and Byrne (1988], 

Each word list consisted of 30 items with no preliminary practice 

items or corrective feedback given before testing. These word lists, 

and the verbatim instructions for admlnlstration used tn this study, 

are presented in Appendix A. Reliability of these measures was 

calculated using an index of internal consistency, Coefficient Alpha 

(Cronbach, 1970). 

2. Phonemic awareness was assessed for all students using the initial

consonant elision task and final-consonant matching task reported 

by Freebody and Byrne (1988). The initial-consonant measure 

consisted of20 items and the final-consonant matching task of 10 

items. Again, reliability of these test Instruments was calculated 

ustng formula for Coefficient Alpha. Word lists and verbatim 

Instructions for both these tasks are presented tn Appendix B. Each 

of these measures included three practice items with corrective 

feedback before the test items were introduced. 

Phonemic awareness was also assessed using three additional tasks: 
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auditory rhyming, auditory segmenting, and auditory telescoping. In 

each case the test format based on Formentin (1993}, contained In 

Appendix B, was used. Word lists were developed specifically for 

this study and are Included In the same Appendix. Before each test 

was administered, three practice items including corrective feedback 

were given. The reliability, for each of these Instruments, was also 

calculated using Coefficient Alpha. 

3, Single subject design data was collected using probes made up of 

regular words taken from Carnine et al (1990, p 440-443). A word 

is considered regular if "each of its letters represents its most 

common sound" (Carnine et al, 1990, p. 198). Each letter Is also 

classified as either a continuous sound or a stop sound. 

Continuous sounds can be said for several seconds Without 

changing Its sound (e.g. mmmm). Stop sounds can only be said 

quickly, (e.g. k). lfthe sound /k/ls said over several seconds, an 

Intrusive vowel will be added e.g. /kuh/. 

The difficulty of each word type Is dependent on a number of factors, 

including: whether the word begins with a continuous or stop 

sound; the length of the word; the position and length of consonant 

blends; and the position of the vowel. The regular word types are 

shown In order of dlftlculty In Table 1, Words for each phase were 

chosen randomly from the word types listed. 
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Table I 

Regular Word '!)pes Listed Accordtne to DtfficuUy 

0 ve and eve words that begin wtth continuous sound (e.g. fin) 

0 eve words that begin wtth stop sound (e.g. btg) 

o vee and cvce words that begtn wtth continuous sound (e.g. 

dust) 

o evec words that begin wtth consonant blend (e.g. crtb) 

o CCCVC and cecvcc words (e.g. blunt, scrap and strand) 

(Camtne and Silbert, 1979, p. 95). 

Note: the symbol C represents a consonant letter, and V a vowel. 

4.4 Data collection 

Data collection commenced in Term 2 of the school year and took place 

durtng school hours, tn the momtng. Each student was tested 

lndtv!dually, In a withdrawal area, by the expertmenter on each of the word 

lists and phonemic awareness tests contained In Appendices A and B. 

Responses were recorded on an individual test record sheet. Cluster 

Analysts procedures were used to group students according to their word 

reading strategies. Six of the lowest performing LB readers were then 

tdenttfled as subjects for the single subject aspect of the study. 
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The baseline data collection stage of the multiple baseline design Involved 

the dally testing of six LB students (who had never received any Read(ng 

Mastery instruction) from a single class using ten randomly selected words 

taken from the list of one hundred CVCC words (Appendix D). Words that 

were already known to a chtld were omitted from these baseline test lists. 

Five of the six subjects did not show a stable level or trend in tbts initial 

baseline phase. Therefore. a second baseline phase was implemented 

ustng a more dtfficult independent measure. Again, ten randomly selected 

words were used each day for testing purposes, this time from lists of 

mtxed word types (CCVC beginning with a consonant blend, CCVCC, 

CCCVC or CCCVCC, Appendix D). 

4.5 Intervention procedures 

The one child, Jeremy, who showed consistently low baseline data in both 

baseline phases was given the Diagnostic Test of Word Atiack Sk111s 

(Fonnentln. 1993, reproduced in Appendix F). Single letter sounds that 

were, at that time, unlmown to Jeremy were identified. This also assisted 

in setting the crtterton for the first phase of the changing crtterton design 

(CVC beginning with a continuous sound). The first changing crtterton 

phase required Jeremy reach a 90% accuracy level on the dependent 

measure. Each progressive phase then maintained the 90% crtterton level 

but introduced a more difficult word type. In all, sixteen intervention 

sessions were provided beginning in week 6 of second tenn. Regular data

based decisions were made on the basis of visual analysis of Jeremy's dally 

scores. 
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Instruction was provided by the researcher. Prtor to this study, he had 

completed a Bachelor of Arts (Education). and a Bachelor of Education 

with a major study In "Children with Special Needs". He also had prtor 

expertence, In a vartety of educational settings, with the formats and 

procedures that were used to teach Jeremy. 

Each session with Jeremy lasted thirty minutes, consisting of twenty-five 

minutes Instructional time and five minutes allocated for testing 

procedures. The sessions ran from 9.30 am. - 10.00 am., for four 

mornings a week and were located in a withdrawal room separate from his 

classroom. 

Instructional procedures Involved using modified formats dertved from 

Carnine eta! (1990). Jeremy was taught using the FonnatjorTeaching 

Letter Sounds, the Introductory Fonnatjor Sounding Out Words, and the 

Format for Testing Sounding Out Words, as described by Formentin (1993) 

and reproduced In Appendix E. The sessions Included pertods of teaching 

and reviewing single letter sounds. Jeremy also was taught an explicit 

strategy for blending Individual sounds together, without stopping, so that 

a word can be said the "fast way". Sessions were supplemented by oral 

and written games that reinforced the Instructional objectives for each 

session. 

4.6 Teaching materials 

Single letters and regular words from word types shown In Appendices C 

and D. were written In prtnt formation on A4 card. Testing materials 

prepared prtor to each session were also presented using a similar fonnat. 
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5.1 Test reliablllty 

CHAPTERS 

RESULTS 

Reliability of the Irregular and pseudoword lists used by Freebody and 

Byrne (1988) was calculated using Coefficient Alpha (Cronbach, 1970). For 

both the irregular word and pseudoword lists reliability was acceptable 

(Irregular words.!!= .947, and i'seudowords J! = .922). 

Phonemic awareness was assessed for all students using the Initial~ 

consonant elision task and final-consonant matching task used by 

Freebody and Byrne (1988). The Initial-consonant measure consisted of20 

Items. The reliability of this test was acceptable (!l = .946). The flnal

consonant matching task consisted of I 0 Items. The reliability coefficient 

of this test Instrument was unacceptably low (!l = .635). Since Freebody 

and Byrne ( 1988) combined the scores of these two tests, the reliability of 

these tests combined was also calculated. It was acceptable ~ = .926). 

Phonemic awareness was also assessed using auditory rhyming, 

segmenting and telescoping, utlllslng the test format for each reported by 

Formentin (1993) and word lists developed for this study. The reliability of 

each of these Instruments was also calculated using Coefficient Alpha. 

Two tests showed adequate reliability (Aud!tmy rhyming .!! = .850 and 

auditory segmenting.!!= .853). However, the auditory telescoping test 

produced an unacceptably low level of reliablllty (!l = .529). 
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5.2 Classtflcation by word reading strate~Ues 

Before the word reading performance of the Year 2 students was subjected 

to cluster analysis, a simple scatterplot of their scores on the pseudoword 

and irregular word lists was prepared. Figure 1 shows the resultant 

location of each student. It can be seen that the majority of students were 

clustered around a diagonal line extendtng from a position that is low on 

both Irregular and pseudoword reading to high on both Irregular and 

pseudoword reading. There were very few students placed in the quadrant 

that represents low performance on pseudowords and high on irregular 

words. On the other hand, there were students tn the quadrant 

representing high performance on pseudo words and low scores on 

Irregular words. Scatterplot data from a simllar study by Gough and 

Walsh (1991) is reprinted in Figure 2. This has been presented here in 

order that direct visual comparisons can be made between the results of 

thetr study and the present one. 
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The first research question explored in this study, concerned whether a 

four group clustering would be found In Year 2 students based on their 

word reading strategies. as reported by Freebody and Byrne (1988). [The 

cluster analysis procedure used by Free body and Byrne ( 1988) was a 

modlfted version of the ISO DATA minimum-squared-error clustering 

algorithm reported by Hall and Khanna, 1977]. 

The four-cluster-analysis solution for the results of this study of Year 2 

students revealed: a group of twenty students performing well above 

average on both word reading measures (Cluster IV); a larger group of 

twenty-eight students performing substantially below average on both 

measures (Cluster 11); another group of fifteen students performing at 

average or above average on pseudoword reading, while performing close to 

average on the Irregular word measure (Cluster I); and finally a group of 

twelve children performing close to, or just below average, on pseudoword 

reading and substantially below average on Irregular word reading 

(Cluster lll). Cluster analysis did not identify a group with above average 

irregular reading and below average pseudoword reading. The mean word 

reading scores for each group in the four-cluster-analysis solution are 

shown In Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Four-Cluster-Solution for all Students in Year 2 on Irrefrular and 

Pseudoword Reading Performance (Mean Word Readin~ Scores) 

Cluster 

I II III 

Membership 

n 15 28 12 

%of total 20 37.3 16 

Word reading• 

irregular 13.66 5.89 5.75 

pseudoword 20.26 5.57 12.75 

•overall word means: Irregular= 12.48, Pseudoword = 13.96. 

IV 

20 

26.6 

24.85 

21.70 

A second cluster analysis was carried out, this thne using a three-cluster

solution. This produced a group of thirty-two students performing well 

above average on both word reading measures (Cluster C); a smaller group 

of twenty-five students performing substantially below average on both 

measures (Cluster A) and a third group of eighteen students performing at 

or above average on pseudoword reading and close to the average on 

Irregular words (Cluster B). The results of the three-cluster-analyses are 

presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Ibree-Ciuster-Solutlon for all Students tn Year 2 on lrreUJJiar and 

Pseudoword Reading Performance (Mean Word Readlne Scores) 

Cluster 

A B c 

Membership 

n 25 18 32 

%of total 30 27.3 42.7 

Word readtng• 

trregular 4.3 9.06 20.88 

pseudoword 6.04 11.94 21.41 

*Overall word means: Irregular= 12.48. Pseudoword = 13.96. 

5.3 Phonemic Awareness 

Freebody and Byrne (1988) used three planned contrasts tn their 

Investigation of the relationship between phonemic awareness and word 

readtng strategy. They compared a) the means for the HB group versus 

the pooled means for the other three groups. b) the means for the LB group 

versus the pooled means of the other three groups and, c) the Phoenician 

versus the Chinese group. In this study, Cluster IV most closely 

approximated the HB group tn the Freebody and Byrne (1988) study, and 

Cluster II their LB group. In order to replicate, as far as possible, the 

phonemic awareness comparisons made by Freebody and Byrne (1988), 

the phonemic awareness scores of Cluster N were compared with the 

combined data from the other three groups. Similarly, the phonemic 
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awareness scores of Cluster II were compared with the pooled scores of the 

other three groups. A third comparison was undertaken to compare the 

phonemic awareness performance of Clusters II and III. This was done to 

investigate any differences in phonemic awareness of the two groups that 

were situated In close proximity to each other. An tndependent samples t 

test was used in each case. {Analysis of variance was not utlllsed, as the 

effect of comparing one group with all other subjects resulted tn two group 

comparisons). 

When the planned contrasts were examined they revealed that Cluster N 

readers performed significantly better tn the combtned Initial-consonant 

elision and final-consonant matching tasks than the other groups 

(j; = 3.45, df = 73, il < 0.0 1). This was also repeated with the rhymtng test 

(j; = 3. 73, df = 73, il < 0.0 1). There was not a slgntflcant dtfference between 

these groups on segmenttog (j; = 0.98, df = 73, NS) and telescoptng tasks 

(j; = 0.56, df = 73, NS). Cluster II readers performed slgntflcantly worse 

than the pooled means of the rest on the combined 1nitlal-consonant elision 

and final-consonant matching phonemic awareness measures 

(j; = 3.62, df = 73, il < 0.01) and the rhymtng test (j; = 4.15, df = 73, 

il < 0.01). The results for segmenttog (j; = 1.22, df = 73, NS) and 

telescoping (j; = 1.81, df = 73. NS) tn this comparison were not slgntflcant. 

Comparison of Cluster II and Ill, In terms of their phonemic awareness 

results, showed no significant difference in the combined 1nittal-consonant 

elision and final-consonant matchlng (j; = -0.94, df = 38, NS), auditory 

segmenttog (j; = -0.07, df = 38, NS) or auditory blending measures 

(j; = -1.59, df = 38, NS). However, there was a slgntflcant difference tn the 

rhymtng results of these two groups (j; = -3.34, df = 38 ,jl < 0.01). The 
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mean scores and standard deviations of the phonemic awareness 

performance of each group in the four-cluster-analysis solution are shown 

In Table 4. 

5.4 Single subJect design and decoding lntetventlon 

The multiple baseline data for the six children Involved In this phase of the 

study is presented in Figure 3. During the irdtial baseline phase, Zara 

(median= 7.5), Alyssa (median= 5.5), and Chrtstopher (median= 6) 

produced results that were ascending, while Gary's scores (median = 6} 

were generally level, but close to crtterta. Only Melissa (median = 1.5) and 

Jeremy (median = 3) displayed consistently low scores on the task of 

reading the simplest regular word types, namely eve words (Appendix C). 

Following the collection of the first four baseline points, the decision was 

made to collect further baseline data, but using more d!ftlcult word types 

(Appendix D). Mixed word types were introduced In order to ascertain the 

extent to \Vhich these students could already read the all of the basic word 

types required for successful decoding. 
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Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations for the Four Cluster Groups for Year 2 

§tudents on Phonemic Awareness 

!C &FC' 

M sd 

Cluster IV 

21.70 6.32 

Clusters I, II, &: In 

Rhyming 

M sd 

16.80 2.02 

15.56 8.04 13.89 4.73 

Cluster II 

13.18 7.35 12.00 4.85 

Clusters I, II, &: IV 

19.60 7.55 16.25 3.15 

Cluster II 

13.18 7.35 

Cluster In 

15.83 8.47 

12.00 4.85 

16.08 2.81 

Segmenting Telescoping 

M sd M sd 

18.90 2.12 18.10 1.48 

18.31 2.76 17.85 2.13 

17.93 3.41 17.32 2.57 

18.79 2.00 18.28 1.42 

17.93 3.41 17.32 2.57 

18.00 2.52 18.33 1.44 

'!C & FC: Combined scores oftbe lnltlal-elislon and final-consonant tests. 
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The results for this second baseline phase were slmllar to the first In that 

Zara (median= 6.5), Alyssa (median= 8) and Christopher (median= 7.5) 

continued to show ascending trends, while Gary's results (median = 6) 

stayed level. Of the two low performing students, Jeremy continued to 

perform poorly (median= 0.5). On the other hand, Melissa, who had 

scored between 0 and 4 words correct out of 10 in the first baseline phase, 

showed a sudden jump to between 7 and 10 out of 10 (median= 7 .5), At 

this point. Melissa's classroom teacher was interviewed. It was revealed 

that the teacher considered she had a history of underachieving, tn order to 

gain attention. In order to check on this posslblllty, a previous baseline 

word reading test (session 4 of baseline Al) was re-admlnlstered. Whereas 

she had originally scored 1 out of 10, on the retest one week later, she 

obtained 8 out of 10 correct. 

Thus, the baseline results of five of the siX students showed that they were 

close to, or achieving, criterion levels of performance which had been set at 

90% or better. On the basis of their baseline data, It was decided to 

Intervene with only one of these students. Consequently, a changtng 

criterion design was then implemented for Jeremy. His daily scores on the 

word type under instruction, as well as words drawn from the mixed word 

types lists, are shown In Figure 4. These results Indicate that Jeremy 

achieved the 90% criterion for each word type on which instruction was 

provided. In the last phase, his performance on reading miXed word types 

was above his performance on the word types under Instruction (CCCVCC, 

CCCVC and CCVCC). 
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Both Jeremy and the other five subjects were given a post-test on the 

pseudoword reading task, these results are displayed in Table 5. In each 

case, their post-test scores were at least double their inltlal scores. 

Table 5 

Pre and Post-Test Scores for Six Students on 30 Pseudoword Ust 

£Number Correct) 

Student Pre-test Post-test Difference 

Mel1ssa 7 19 +12 

Alyssa 7 20 +13 

Zara 8 17 +9 

Gary 5 14 +9 

Christopher 8 16 +8 

Jeremy 3 18 +15 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Classification by word reading strate~Ues 

Does a replication of the word reading measures and cluster 

analysis used by Free body and Byrne (1988) witb Grade 2 (Year 2) 

students result in tbeir classification tnto !be following groups: HB. 

LB. Chtnese. and Phoerdcian? 

The classification of students according to tbeir word readtng strategies is 

of central importance to this study and was based on !be performance of 

each student on irregular and pseudoword reading measures !bat were 

used ortgtnally by Freebody and Byrne (1988). 

In order to identify groups of students using different word readtng 

strategies, Freebody and Byrne (1988) used cluster analysis In order !bat 

"relatively discrete, homogeneous groups or clusters of elements may be 

Identified" (Diekhoff, 1992, p. 361). The same procedures were replicated 

in tbls study. Before examtnlng tbe grouptng of students by word reading 

strategy, It is important to evaluate !be extent to which tbe crtterton 

measures were reliable, particularly as Freebody and Byrne (1988) did not 

report reliability data for these tests. The results of tbls study revealed 

!bat botb measures were in fact highly reliable Urregular words £1 = .947 

and Pseudowords £1 = .922). 

A four-cluster-solution was canied out initially so that the results of this 

study could be compared witb !bose of Freebody and Byrne (1988). It was 
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possible to match three of the groups of students tn this study to similar 

groups In the Freebody and Byrne (1988) study. 

It Is apparent that Cluster II subjects could be described as LB readers 

because they were weak on both Irregular and pseudoword readtng tasks. 

Cluster IV subjects best fittert the HB definition. these students achieving 

above average scores on both measures. Cluster III most closely fits the 

Phoenician classification, as their word reading scores showed average or 

better pseudoword scores and poor irregular word scores, matching the 

criteria set out by Freebody and Byrne (1988). Cluster I students could not 

realistically be described as either Chinese or Phoenician readers, because 

their mean scores were above average on irregular word reading and also 

well above average on the pseudoword list. This cluster clearly does not 

conform to any of the original classification criteria of beginning readers 

used by Freebody and Byrne (1988). Thus, the four-cluster-solution 

Identified LB, HB and Phoenician readers. However, 20% of the sample did 

not fit the descriotions presented by Freebody and Byrne (1988). 

A marked comparison to the four-cluster-solution Is eVIdent tn the three

cluster-solution tn which all subjects were accommodated under the HB, 

LB or Phoenician categories. Cluster A students clearly showed LB 

charactertstics, while Cluster C readers fulfilled the HB descrtption. The 

mean Irregular word reading score for Cluster B (9.06) was below the mean 

score for all subjects. while the mean pseudoword readtng score (11.94) for 

this group was slightly below average. That Is, this group overlapped with 

but did not entirely fulfil the crtterton for Phoenician readers. Closer 

examination of the scores of students in Cluster B revealed that there was 

one student in this group whose raw scores were clearly not representative 
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of a Phoenician reader (irregular= 17, pseudoword = 3). If!Ws chlld's 

scores were removed from Cluster B, then the remain1ng students were 

very close to the description of a Phoenician reader (trregular word mean 

below average, pseudoword mean just below average). 

It is tnterest!ng to note how the members of each cluster were relocated 

from the four-cluster-solution to the three-cluster-solution. Whlle there 

was minimal variation in the membership of the LB groups for both 

clustering solutions (Clusters II and A), there were some differences 

between Clusters Ill and Cluster B. A large proportion (75%) of subjecta tn 

Cluster 111 were relocated within the Phoenician readers of Cluster B. In 

the same way many of the readers (80%) tn Cluster I, the group which did 

not clearly meet the criteria for any cluster accordtng to the Freebody and 

Byrne (1988) class!llcation, were relocated tn Cluster C (HB). 

Consequently, the three-cluster-solution produced a group which closely 

resembled the Phoenicians in the Freebody and Byrne (1988) study. Thus, 

a three-cluster-solution appears the more appropriate resolution for the 

class!llcation of students by word readtng strategy tn !Ws study. 

A general concern with cluster analYsts procedures is that they produce a 

number of alternative solutions so that "selecttng the 'right' solution is the 

greatest challenge facing the researcher ustng cluster analysis" (Dlekhoff, 

1992, p. 368). Byrne et al (1992) observed that stnce cluster analysis is 

used to "educe typological groupings from the spread of scores" (p. 149), 

this procedure would have obscured the positive correlation between 

irregular and nonsense word reading. In 1992, they used a canonical 

analysis which they described as provldtng a "different perspective on the 

findings by taking full account of that correlation" (p. 149). The resulta of 
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the canonical analysis provided evidence that led them to caution agalost 

interpreting cluster analysis results as evidence of discrete groups. 

The need to use a supplementary analysis in the Byrne et al (1992) 

investigation raises questions about the validity of the prior cluster 

analysis of their data In 1988. The current study also raised doubts about 

the appropriateness of the four-cluster-solution for this sample of 

beginning readers. Drawing evidence from the beginning reading 

literature, particularly from the theoretical perspective of developmental 

stage models of reading acquisition, it appears that a three-cluster-solution 

best describes the beginning readers of th!s study. Dlekhoff ( 1992) 

highlighted some of the difficulties in select!og a correct clustering solution. 

He noted that not only should statistical analysis be considered when 

forming this decision, but that "theory and interpretability should also 

guide our choice of cluster solutions. If it makes more theoretical sense for 

the elements being clustered to form three clusters than four, use the 

three-cluster solution" (p. 369). 

In contrast to the findings of Freebody and Byrne (1988), th!s study did not 

reveal a clearly distinguishable group of Chinese readers. The 

identlllcation of only three sub-groups of beginning readers may be best 

understood within a theoretical framework that Is based on stage models of 

reading development. 

The HB reader can be viewed as functioning as an orthographic reader, 

being able to Identify Irregular words by their orthographic structure, as 

well as being able to use this strategy coupled with phonological recoding 

in order to read regular pseudowords. The LB reader displayed the 

features of a logograph!c or rudimentary alphabetic reader, with an 
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Inability to phonologically recode. In many cases ln thts study, when 

confronted with the irregular or pseudoword reading task, students who 

were classified as LB readers would use one of two strategies. They would 

either make a wild guess (e.g. "football" for the word "was") or focus on a 

small portion of the word, usually the initial letter, ln an attempt to identiJY 

the word (e.g. "washing machine" for the pseudoword "winsup"). These 

strategies were associated with poor performance on both measures of 

word reading. 

TI'te Phoenician readers identified In this study demonstrated use of the 

alphabetic strategy, performing at a higher level with pseudowords than 

irregular words. Their use of letter-by-letter decoding with pseudowords 

was a feature of their reading style. They generally used the same 

sounding out procedure to identify unknown irregular words. It cannot be 

said of these readers that they displayed the more mature reading 

strategies as used by the HB reading group. They are more aptly descrtbed 

as "semi-skilled" readers (Gough and Walsh, 1991). 

With respect to the failure to identify a group of Chinese readers ln this 

study, it Is significant that In their longitudinal investigation, Byrne eta! 

(1992) also alluded to the possiblllty that few Chinese readers actually 

exist. They conceded that: 

Even though irregular and nonsense-word reading are correlated, 

other researchers have produced evidence of asymmetty 1n the 

relationship. In particular there appear to be few, If any, children In 

the off-diagonal defined by high irregular-but low nonsense word 

score. Gough and Walsh (1991), for example, suggest that word-
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specific learning mechanisms are not separate from decodtng skill, 

although children can be competent decoders without 

stmultaneously building a substantial stock of sight words (p. 142). 

Gough and Walsh (1991) asserted that the relationship between readtng 

irregular words and reading pseudowords is not merely correlational. They 

conducted a study in which 93 first, second, and thtrd graders were 

requtred to read 36item regular, trregular, and pseudoword lists that were 

developed by Baron (1979). The results of thetr trregular word (exception 

word} and pseudoword scores, reproduced in Figure 2, indicated a 

systematic relationsWp between the ability to read trregular words and th'' 

ability to read pseudowords. "What the scatierplot exhibits Is that, If 

chUdren can read many pseudowords, they may or may not read many 

exception words. But if they can read few pseudowords, then they can 

read few exception words" (Gough and Walsh, 1991, p. 206). 

The word reading results of the present study were also plotted tn the same 

manner as those of Gough and Walsh (1991) and show an overall pattern 

that Is consistent with their findings. There Is a clear similarity between 

the two scatterplots (Figures I and 2): the majority of students are 

clustered around the diagonal of low on both to high on both trregular and 

pseudoword reading. The main differences between these two scatterplots 

is that a smaller number of children in this study were able to read a 

Wgher number of trregular words than pseudowords. Only one of the 

subjects tn this study fulillled the criteria of a CWnese reader that Is, 

acbievtng a high trregular word score but a low pseudoword score. It Is 

noteworthy that this study Included a larger number of subjects who 

achieved low sr.ores on both reading tasks. 
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Gough and Walsh (1991) further Investigated the relationship between the 

ability of early readers to read pseudowords and their corresponding ab!l!t"y 

to learn a number of exception words. Children who had an alphabetic 

understanding (i.e. had broken the code) performed better than their peers 

In this task. Their understanding of the alphabetic principle "evidently 

facilitated the acquisition of the word-specific information necessruy to 

read the irregular words" (p. 207). This finding, combined with the 

evidence on the Importance for readers of acquiring the alphabetic 

principle, may be seen as supporting the notion that a proficient reader 

could not be described as either Chinese or Phoenician but rather a 

combination of the tvm. That is, a mature reader may use either letter-to

sound correspondence to decode an unknown word, or use the word's 

orthographic structure to identify It (Ehrt, 1991). 

It could be argued that the Phoenician reader is a semi-skilled reader 

whereas a Chinese reader is not. Gough and Walsh (1991) reasoned that 

the Phoenician reader has developed alphabetical knowledge and is able to 

apply this to word reading, although they are not yet able to identify 

instantaneously words based on their orthograpWc structure. The same 

authors maintained that the Chinese reader could not be considered semi

skilled, as they have not yet broken the code. Thls line of reasoning is 

supported by Byrne et al (1992) who found that although some Year 2 

readers displayed a Chinese reading style, over the subsequent two years 

this sub-group virtually disappeared. The obvious conclusion Is that these 

children had either learned to use the alphabetic code and thus moved tnto 

tl1e Phoenician and HB groups or, falling to come to grtps with the 

alphabetic principle, developed the charactertstics of a member offue LB 
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group. 

Dual-route theoxy was previously used by Baron and Strawson (1976), 

Baron (1979), and Baron and Treiman (1980) to explatn the word reading 

strategies used by subjects with different levels of reading ability. There Is 

some simllarlty between the dual-route theoxy and Ehrl's (1991, 1992) 

theoxy of skilled word recognition, In that two sorts of Information are 

thought to be required to read words quickly and efficiently. The difference 

Is that, In the latter theoxy, it Is considered that phonological and 

orthographic paths to the lexicon are not separate, but rather Inextricably 

connected. To quote Gough and Walsh (1991) "reading ability In our 

language, like its orthography, begins In Phoenicia" (p. 208). 

A range of variables has been postulated to account for the chlld's ability to 

build a store of sight words. These include the number of times they 

practise reading the word and their overall exposure to prtnted materials 

(Frith, 1986), particularly in the home environment (Olsen, Wise, Conners, 

and Rack, 1990). The type of Instruction received In the early grades Is 

also thought to Impact on the strategies used by beginning readers [Beck, 

1981; Snowllng (1987, cited In Racket a!, 1992)]. 

Any one, or combination of, the variables referred to above, may have had 

a direct bearing on why Freebody and Byrne (1988) found a number of 

Chinese readers whlle this study did not. The ability to acquire a store of 

sight words. learned by memoxy, Is relatively easy for beghmlng readers 

since the volume of written words to which they are exposed is usually 

relatively small (Byrne eta!. 1992). The progression to later grades, 

particularly three and above, Is accompanied by an explosion In the sheer 
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quantity of written vocabulary to which the chtld Is exposed (Carnine et a!, 

1990). For the Chinese reader this may well have dire consequences. 

Byrne et a! (1992) noted that by Grade 4, the Chinese reader had almost 

ceased to exist The fuct that the relattve proportion of students In the 

various clusters was different In this study to that reported by Freebody 

and Byrne ( 1 988), may account for the ldenttficatton of Chinese readers by 

the latter, but not In this study. Whereas the majority of subjects In the 

Freebody and Byrne (1988) study performed relatively well on both 

Irregular and pseudoword reading, this could not be said of the sample 

used in the current inquiry. 

6.2 Phonemic awareness 

Is there a statlsttcaliy significant difference between the phonemic 

awareness skills (measured by initial-consonant elision and final

consonant matching; and segmenting, telescoping and rhyming) of 

groups of students classified by word reading strategy? 

Discussion of the phonological awareness results will be confined to the 

four-cluster-solution because this question was based on a replication of 

that aspect of the study by Freebody and Byrne (1988). 

The segmenting and telescoping results In this study were confounded by 

ceU!ng effects. with virtually every child scortng close to the maximum on 

each of these tasks. This may well account for the low reliability 

coefficients of these tests as there was very little variability In the scores. 

Furthermore, the low reliability for telescoping (l:! = 0.529) and the final

consonant matching (l:! = 0.635) tasks limits the conclusions that can be 
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made on the basis of each of these tests. Yet, when the results of the 

1n1tial-consonant elision and final-consonant matching tasks were 

combined (replicating Free body and Byrne, 1988) an acceptable level of 

reliability resulted (g = 0. 926). In contrast, the rhyming test scores In this 

study did not reach ceiling, and the test demonstrated acceptable reliability 

(!! = 0.850). Since only the combined scores, and the scores from the 

rhyming test, were unaffected by low reliability or ceiling effects, the 

discussion of the phonemic awareness results will be limited to these tests. 

When the three planned contrasts that Freebody and Byrne (1988) and 

Byrne et a! ( 1992) used were incorporated Into the analysts, a predictable 

set of results arose. The HB group performed better on the combined

Initial elision and final-consonant matching tasks than the pooled means of 

the other students, while the LB group performed worse than the pooled 

means of the other groups. These results were not surprtsing: the better 

readers had better phonemic awareness and the weaker students had 

weaker phonemic awareness! This is consistent with the findings of 

Freebody and Byrne (1988) and the large body of research that documents 

a relationship between phonologtcal awareness and reading acquisition 

(Byrne and Fieldlng-Barnsley, 1991; Maclean et al, 1987; Share et al, 

1984; Stanovich, 1986). 

Compartson of the two clusters that shared close proxtn11ty to each other, 

Cluster II (LB) and Cluster Ill (Phoenician) on the combined test failed to 

show a statistically significant difference. This result Is In marked contrast 

to the findings reported by Freebody and Byrne (1988). Whfie the mean 

combined phonemic awareness score of the Phoenician groups in this 

study and Freebody and Byrne's were very close (15.83 and 16.09), the 
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mean phonemic awareness score of the LB group in this study was 

considerably higher (13.18) than that of the other study (9.17). Given that 

all 20 of the students who received Reading Mastery instruction were 

located In the LB group, and that Reading Mastery explicitly teaches 

rhyming, segmenting and telescoping it is likely that their phonemic 

awareness scores reflect the effects of this instruction. In fact, the Reading 

Mastery instruction that was used with some, but not all, of the students 

in this study represents an uncontrolled or confounding variable. 

On the other hand, the rhyming test, which appears to be an easier task 

(Stanovich, Cunningham and Cramer, 1984; Yopp, 1988), did produce a 

stgnlftcant difference between Clusters II and lllln favour of the Phoenician 

group. Goswaml and Bryant (1990) and Yopp (1988) considered that 

rhyming taps a distinct and different phonological awareness ability. In 

the same vein, Carnine et al (1990) have argued that the reason for 

teaching rhyming Is that It provides a strategy for demonstrating to the 

child how to blend stop sounds with continuous letters. 

6.3 Decoding Instruction and regular word reading of a sln!lie subJect 

Is there evidence that the reading of regular words by Individual 

students, classified as LB readers, improves with systematic 

decoding Instruction? 

The second stage of this study Involved the use of single subject 

methodology to Investigate, in an exploratory way, the possible effects of 

systematic decoding instruction on the word reading strategies of children 

selected on the basis that they scored In the LB group and who had not 
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received any Read!ng Mastery Instruction. The ortglnal plan was to 

Implement a multiple baseline design In which Intervention would be 

introduced to one child in each pair, while the second remained on 

baseline, followed by a phase in which the second child also received 

tnteiVentlon. In order to demonstrate a functional relationship between the 

dependent and independent variables in a multiple baseline design, it is 

first necessary to establish stable baselines: That is, baselines that show 

little change in direction (trend) and have limited vartablllty. Once 

performance on baselines for all subjects is stable, intervention is 

introduced. A functional relationship is considered to exist when "each 

dependent measure changes when, and only when, treatment is initiated 

for tbat behaviour" (Poling & Gressett, 1986, p. 15). 

As tbe requirement of stable and level baselines was not met for five of tbe 

six LB subjects In this study, a decision was made to Implement a 

changing criterion design with one subject. This design Is Ideally suited to 

instructional purposes as it is possible to set attainable small-step 

Increments In criterion levels, allowing a student to make steady progress 

toward a goal (Schloss, Sedlak, Elliot and Smothers, 1982). lftbe progress 

of the student matches set criteria, then this is a powerful demonstration of 

the effectiveness of the intervention. 

Of the six LB students, only Jeremy was observed to have dlfllculties In 

reading regular word types, producing consistently low baseline data. 

Before intervention. he was found to have gaps in his letter-sound 

knowledge, as well as poor discrimination of the letters "b", "d", and "p". 

He was also unable to use a telescoping or blending strategy to sound out 

words ustng their letter sounds. Jeremy was given explicit instruction in 
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which he was taught to discriminate between the letters he had previously 

eonfused, and the strategy of sounding out regular word types without 

stopptng between sounds. His dally data showed that by the end of the 

intervention phase he was able to reach criteria in reading mixed regular 

word types. During the last phase of the intervention, it was found 

(Figure 4) that Jeremy was scoring better on the mixed word types (used to 

assess generalisation} than on the word types on which he was currently 

receiving instruction. This may be due to the mixed word types including 

easier word types such as CCVC words, that began with a consonant blend 

(Appendix D). The word types on which Jeremy received Instruction in the 

final phase of intervention were more difficult, namely CCVCC, CCCVC, 

and CCCVCC word types. 

Clearly, the data show that for Jeremy systematic decoding Instruction was 

associated with improvement in reading regular word types. This result 

was achieved over a relatively short period of time (16 teaching sessions). 

6.4 Decoding instruction and pseudoword reading 

Is there evidence of increased ability to read pseudowords by 

individual students classified as LB readers who receive systematic 

decoding instruction? 

When post-tested on the pseudoword list Jeremy was found to have 

increased his score dramatically, so that he would now have been classified 

in the Phoenician group on the basis of his ab!l!ty to decode pseudowords. 

Apart from Jeremy, who showed consistently low scores on regular word 
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reading before Intervention, tbere were five otber students who perfonned 

poorly on the pseudoword test ln tbe first place, but tben eltber produced 

evidence tbat their ab111ty to read regular words was Improving (ascending 

baselines) or that it was close to criterion TWs raises the question of how 

this could have happened. 

There are several variables that may have a direct bearing In seeking tbe 

answer to tbls question. Racket al (1992) descrtbed a phenomena which 

they called tbe "nonword reading deficit". Developmental dyslexics showed 

a nonword reading deficit relative to the complexity of tbe nonwords they 

encountered when compared with normal reading matched level groups. 

Dyslexic chlldren were able to read single syllable pseudowords but had 

increasing difficulty as the pseudowords became more complex In their 

orthography (Snowllng, 1981; Halligan and Johnston, 1988; botb clted In 

Racket al 1992), The performance of dyslexic children on nonword tests 

raises questions about the orthographic composition of the pseudowords 

that Freebody and Byrne (1988) used. 

A closer look at tbe elements of Freebody and Byrne's (1988) pseudoword 

list (Appendix A), Indicated that the pseudowords used Included 15 stogie

syllable words and 15 two-syllable word types, of which the latter also 

included 5 pseudowords that contained a consonant cluster. In the test 

used, ten of the pseudowords were visually similar to real words, leading to 

the possibility tbat these may have been able to be read by analogy 

(Glushko, 1979). It was observed tbat many children tried to read a 

pseudoword as a real word if its orthography closely resembled a known 

real word (e.g. "lamp" for "lemp" and "desk" for "besk"). 
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As a measure of the decoding skill of the reader, this word list comprised a 

range of diiTerent pseudoword types. The order of totroductlon was not 

arranged so that the easier pseudowords were read first. Instead, the first 

pseudoword that a subject had to read was "lopeb". The difficulty oftbls 

particular word was highlighted by the fact that none of the 75 subjects 

read it correctly. Four of the more difficult pseudowords were encountered 

by the subjects within the first seven Items. The combtoatlon of tbls, 

together with a lack of prior practice items from which corrective feedback 

could have been given, made the task more difficult than necessazy. Many 

of the children seemed unsure of what was required of them, with most HB 

and some Phoenician readers only becoming more comfortable with the 

task after several words had been attempted. Many of those subjects who 

achieved poor results on this measure simply gave up and refused to 

attempt to read the whole pseudoword list. 

The Instruction given to the subjects before readtog each pseudoword was: 

'Tell me how they sound". It was observed that many of the subjects did 

not have a complete knowledge of the sounds of either the single letters or 

consonant clusters that were contained in this pseudoword list. A «;:hild 

who, attempting to read the pseudoword "monut", tocorrectly used the /a/ 

sound for the letter u pronounced the word as "monat". This type of 

mistake was repeated many times during testing. 

Relatively mtoor changes to the administ.tatlon and structure of tbls task 

may well result In scores that better tap the phonological recodtog skills of 

beginning readers. In particular, the provision of several practice items 

with corrective feedback would be useful as this would acquaint the 

subject with the required task. In addition, If the pseudoword list was re-
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ordered from least to most difficult, then It may not seem so daunting. The 

Issue of task familiarity and test difficulty, can be seen to provide possible 

answers to why a poor pseudoword ability did not equate to a poor regular 

word reading ability In five of the LB students who were targeted for 

inteiVentlon. 

Another vaiiable L1at may account for the baseline data of these students. 

Is the likelihood that !he classroom teacher provided explicit tnstructlon on 

the sounding out strategy. She reported that single letter sounds were 

taught to the whole class, and Instruction on how to sound out words was 

prOvided tndlvldually as the need arose. Consequently, the possibility that 

the performance of these five students may have been due to the effects of 

regular classroom instruction, cannot be overlooked. This may also 

account for the dUierences between pseudoword and irregular word reading 

results and for the gains in pseudoword reading scores when the five 

students were post-tested. 

A possibility that cannot be ruled out Is the effect of "reactivity" to the 

measures used in reading regular word types durtng baseline conditions 

(Cooper, Heron and Heward, 1987). As these students were tested dally on 

d!ffertng types of regular words, one possible explanation for this 

phenomenon was that "assessment methods that require an individual to 

repeatedly perform a specified behaviour are susceptible to practice effects; 

in other words, the person's ability to perform the behaviour improve 

simply because of the opportunities to practice" (Cooper et al, 1987, p. 42). 

The students could have been Improving, wl!hout need of tnterventlon, 

simply through practice. 
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The length of time between the pre and post-tests for the LB students was 

five or more weeks. While it is unlikely that they were able to remember 

any of the test items, it may have been the case that as a result of the pre

test, they were more familiar with what was required of them tn the post

test. What is evident is that they all made considerable gains tn their post

test scores. 

6.4 Limitations 

Replication of the classification procedures used by Freebody and Byrne 

(1988) and Byrne et al (1992) permitted a comparison to be made with the 

ftndtngs of the previous studies, with a different population of students and 

in a different state education system. Nonetheless, a representative sample 

of students, covering the full demographic range of the total school-age 

population would be required before conclusions could be drawn about the 

word reading strategies of Year 2 students tn Western Australta, or 

Australia. 

Furthermore, the use of pseudowords as a criterion in the classltlcatlon of 

students accordtng to the word reading strategies they use, implies that the 

list of pseudowords, test instructions and adm1nistratlon procedures result 

in an accurate indication of each child's ability to decode unknown words. 

There are clear doubts about the technical adequacy of the pseudoword 

test used by Freebody and Byrne (1988). 

A major disadvantage of single subject research methodology is to be found 

tn the level of confidence that may be placed tn the generallsabfllty of 

ftndtngs to other subjects. It is only by the systematic replication of stngle 
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subject designs that this issue can be addressed (Cooper et al, 1987). 

Therefore, the implications of the intervention procedures are llmited due 

to the size of the sample (!! = l). Replication of this phase of the study 

would be required with larger samples and representative groups of 

students before results could be generalised to other populations. 
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APPENDIX A 

WORD READING STRATEGIES: WCRD LISTS 

Pseudowords 

Jopeb lpdoc 

pllk gebus 

sut crot 

nlntred fes 

noxtof w!nsup 

skep jelpic 

sopog besk 

ld bax 

stfton tupas 

Jemp yent 

lg monut 

tlplk jit 

llontel hant 

marpi prod ox 

Jut ap 

Verbatim Instntctlons 

Say "I want you to read some words th<.tt are not real words. I want you to 
tell me how they sound". 

Point to the first word, "how does this wcrd sound?" 

If subject does not respond correctly, point to the word and say the word. 
Point to the word and say "Now tty it agai'l, how does this word sound?" 

.Allow 5 seconds for tdentlficatlon. 
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Irregu1ar Words 

was half 

does sure 

learn laugh 

one wrtte 

gone eyes 

lawn calf 

work move 

among talk 

early knife 

flood listen 

there know 

I1ght buUt 

any monkeys 

sugar should 

nothtng buy 

Verbatim Instructions 

Potnt to the word and say "what Is this word?" 

If subject does not respond to the first word, score the word zero. 

Say the word and ask the subject to repeat lt. Do not tell the subject any 
other words. 

Allow 5 seconds for identification. 
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fllp 
train 
stop 
play 
spill 
pram 
tread 
clam 
brtng 
grip 

APPENDIXB 

PHONEMIC AWARENESS TESTS 

Initial-Consonant Elision Test Words 

pride 
crest 
draft 
flight 
scold 
twit 
grope 
bright 
strap 
plot 

Verbatim Instructions 

"I'm going to say a word. 

You say the word without Its first sound"". 

3 practice Items with feedback: bend/end. stub/tub. grow/row 

Final-Consonant Matchln~ Test Words 

worm ham dish ball 
cup mat fin tap 
pan bag win slash 
bent pink glass bit 
leaf surf train lamp 
bud skin sand phone 
house dress tin whip 
hook can rat lick 
nail pill hand right 
bug book wish flag 

Verbatim Instructions 

"Usten, /meat/, which of these words /pram, yellow, want/ has the same 
ending as /meat/? 

3 practice Items with feedback, e.g: 

meat: pram: yellow: want 
bend: take: sand: rug 
stool: can: seli: said 
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Rhvming Words 

fan/pan rag/bag 

lip/tip sip/rip 

mop/pop lot/not 

rum/mum hum/sum 

beg/leg pet/set 

lap/cap bat/sat 

sit/fit rid/lid 

rod/nod old/gold 

bug/rug tub/cub 

menjden net/jet 

Format For Testing Auditory Rhyming 

1. We are going to rhyme with 

2. Rhymes with __ ,and starts with 

Practice words: sat/fat. rip/dip. mop/top 

Adapted from Fonnentin. P.J. (1993). Lees decode: Inservice manuaL 

Perth, Western Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
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Segmenting Words 

rag mad 

sip sit 

rod mop 

rug mum 

set leg 

sad rat 

lid fin 

log not 

sun nut 

fed men 

Format For Testing Auditory Segmenting 

1. We're going to say words slowly. 

Every time 1 clap, you say the next sound. 

The word Is __ (e.g. Sam] 

2. (Clap] SSSSS (clap] aaaaa (clap] mmmmm 

Practice words: ram, lip. mud 

Adapted from Formentin, P.J. (1993]. Lefs decode: Inservlce manuaL 

Perth, Western Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
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Telescoping words 

fan ram 

fin run 

men Sam 

leg Ron 

fun sum 

rim red 

mum sit 

man log 

sin nut 

net not 

Format For Testing Audlto:y Telescoping 

1. Usten, I'll say a word slowly. then you say It fast. 

2. listen. e.g. saassaaaaattttt 

3. What word? 

Practice words: sat, lip. mop 

Reprinted by permission of Edith Cowan University and the author, from 

Formentln, P.J. (1993). Let's decode: Inseroice manuaL Perth, Western 

Australia: Edllb Cowan University. 
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APPEND!Xe 

WORD LISTS BY WORD TYPE 

eve Words Be~lnnlng With Contlnuous Sound 

fad fan fat lad lag lap 
mad man map mat Nat nap 
rag ram ran rap rat sad 
Sam sat sap fin fit Ud 
Up lit mid mit nit nip 
rid rig rim rip Sid sin 
sit sip Jog lot mop nod 
not rod Ron rot fun mud 
mum nut rug rum run rut 
sum SU[I, fed Jed leg let 
men met Ned net red set 

eve Words Beginning With A Stop Sound 

bag bad bam bat cap cab 
can cat dad Dan gas gag 
had ham hat jab jam pan 
pat tab tag tan tap big 
bid bit did dig dip hid 
him hit hlp Jim jig kin 
kid pin pit pig tin tip 
Thn cop con Don dog hot 
hop hog job jog hot pop 
top Tom bug bud bum but 
cup cub cut dud dug Gus 
gun hum hut hug jug pup 
tub tug beg bed bet den 
hen jet Ken pen pet peg 
pep ten 
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CVCC Words Ending With A Consonant Blend Or Double Consonant 

band bank sank rank back 
rack camp damp lamp fact 
pact tact hand bang rang 
sang land pant rant sack 
sand b!ll fill m!l1 will 
film fist hint lick 1Ift 
lift stfi limp milk silk 
mtot lint tint mist sick 
hilt silt tilt bump bunt 
bust dump dust gulp pulp 
gust hunt runt bung hung 
rung jump junk luck lump 
must sunk rust sung beck 
deck bend bent best belt 
deft dent felt held left 
lend lent kept melt mend 
neck nest pest rest self 
send sent test tent weld 
went golf lock bond fond 
pond rock romp sock soft 
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APPENDIXD 

WORD BANK FROM WJDCH Mn!ED WORD TYPES SELECTED 

CVCC Words Beginning with A Consonant Blend 

bled blot brag brat bred brig 
brim clad clam clan clap clip 
clot club crab cram crib crop 
drag drip drop drug drum flag 
flap flat fled flip flop frog 
from glad glum grab gram grtm 
grtn grip plan plop plot plug 
plum plus prop scan scat scab 
skid skim skin skip skit slam 
slap slat sled slim slip slob 
slot slug slum smog smug snag 
snap snip snub snug span spat 
sped spin spit spot spun stab 
stem step stop stun swam swim 
trap trim trip trot twig twin 

CCVCC. CCCVC and CCCVCC Words 

blunt blond blend blink black 
block bluff bring brunt brand 
clamp cling clung cliff cramp 
crust crisp drink drank drift 
dress drill fling flung frost 
frank frisk frill glint gramp 
grump grill plump print prank 
press skill sling smack smell 
snack sniff spend spent spank 
spell sp!ll stand stamp stump 
sting still stiff stack swift 
swing trunk trick split splat 
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APPENDIXE 

TEACHING FORMATS 

Format for teaching Letter Sounds 

Teacher 

1. When I touch under a letter you 

say its sound. Keep saying the 

sound as long as I touch it. 

2. (Hold your finger under a contlr 1uous 

sound for 2 seconds. but only for a 

spilt second for a stop sound). 

3. My tum. mmmmm 

4. Your tum. What sound? 

5. (Child's name). What sound? 

Student 

rnmmmm 

rnmmmm 

Reprtnted oy permission of Edith Cowan University and the author, from 

Formentto, P.J. (1993). I..efs decode: Inservlce manual. Perth, Western 

Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
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lntroductmy format for Sounding OUt Words 

Tea~her 

Words: man, fan 

1. When I touch a letter, I'll say Its 

sound. I'll keep saying the sound 

until I touch the next letter. I 

won't stop between sounds. 

2. My turn. [Signal. Remember to 

point to each continuous sound for 

the full! 1/2 seconds) . 

. 3. Sound out this word with me. (Signal). 

mmmmmaaaaarmnnn 

4. Your turn. (Signal). 

5. (Child's name) sound It out. (Signal). 

Student 

mmmmmaaaaannnnn 

mmmmmaaaaannnnn 

P.eprtnted by permission of Edith Cowan University and the author, from 

Fonnenttn, P.J. (1993). Lefs decode: Inservlce manuaL Perth, Western 

Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
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Format for testing Sounding OUt Words 

Teacher 

Words: man, ran, fan, can 

1. First you're going to sound out the 

word, then you'll say it fast. 

2. Sound it out. (Signal). 

3. What's the word? (Signal). 

Student 

mmmmmaaaaannnnn 

man 

Reprtnted by permission of Edith Cowan University and the author, from 

Formentln. P.J. (1993). I..efs decode: Inservfce manual. Perth, Western 

Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
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APPENDIXF 

RECORD FORM FOR DIAGNOSTIC TEST OF WORD ATTACK @'f[II.I.S: 
Part 1 

Instructions 

I. Single letter sounds: Point to each letter and ask, 'What sound does 
this make?" If the child gives the letter name, then sey "Yes, that's 
the letter name, but can you also tell me the SOUND it makes?" 
Ctrcle any letter the child does not sound. If the child gtves the 
letter name, then write LN beside the letter. 

2. Regular words. Point to each word and ask, 'What word is this?" 
Continue testing until the child gets three words in a column 
tncorrect. Circle any word that the child did not read correctly, and 
tndicate the point at which testtng was stopped. 

Letters 

a 
I 
y 

D 

m 
h 
J 

A 

Words 

1 

it 

am 

if 

sam 

mad 

t 
u 
X 

R 

2 

cat 

him 

hot 

tag 

IrTegular Words 

the said 

s 
c 
w 

H 

i 
b 
q 

G 

3 

must 

hats 

hand 

list 

was 

f 
n 
z 

B 

d 
k 

E 

4 

flag 

step 

drop 

sktn 

has 

r 
e 

Q 

0 

v 

5 

stamp 

strap 

split 

skunk 

put 

g 
p 

Reprtnted by permission of Edith Cowan University and the author, from 
Formenttn, P.J. (1993). Let's decode: Inservtce manuaL Perth, Western 
Australia; Edith Cowan University. 
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